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she's never met-bidding her well wishes, and
congratulations.
L'lstead of getting the usual round of Christmas
cards, she received hundreds. One, sealed in a
tiny brown envelope from the White House,
was from President Clinton, a Rhodes scholar,
with the simple, hand-written inscription:

M. GRAY

Hilltop Staff Writer
It's been nearly a month since Carla J.
Peterman, the Howard University senior, learned
she had been named a Rhodes scholar,
becoming only the second student in the
University's history to receive one of the world's
most prestigious honors.
Usually, the 20-year-old history major receives
five or six emails a week. But in the last month,
she's received more than 100 email messages
from people around the country-some of whom
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HUSA President Criticized for Not
Attending Committee Meeting

"Great article in the Post."
Indeed, for Peterman, life one month after the
announcement that she'd been named one of 32
American students to receive the scholarship
established by Cecil Rhodes, the British-born
tycoon who made his fortune in Africa, is
See RHODES, A3

ote

File photo
Carla J. Peterman, Howard University's first
American-born Rhodes Scholar.

BY NICOLE A. TONG and
IRA PORTER

Hilltop Staff Writers
Howard University's Board of
Trustees voted Saturday to increase
tuition in schools throughout the
University by as much as 3 percent,
and passed a measure to raise the
cost of student meal plans by $50
per semester. Last weekend's Board
vote comes months after it voted to
raise the Student Activity Fee by 80
percent, and less than one year after
it passed a measure to increase University housing rates by 6 percent.
Under the tuition boost, which
takes effect next fall, undergraduate
students will pay an additional 2
percent, or $175, while graduate
students will be charged an additional 3 percent.
Undergraduate Trustee Jonathan
Hutto joined Randy Short, the graduate Trustee, in casting votes
against the measure to boost tuition.

Both supported the meal plan
increase. Saying the University
should identify alternative ways of
grappling with escalating operation costs while maintaining affordability, Short described the tuition
increase as a "sham."
"Are they giving as much as the
schools and universities that charge
more? They're selling day-old
bread for fresh bread prices," Short
said.
The Tuition Rates Review Committee-which is made up of
Administration officials and two
students, including Howard University Student Association President Neville Welch and Graduate
Student Assembly Coordinator
Brett Allen-held a series of meetings last semester to review a proposed tuition increase. The TRRC
is charged with submitting a recommendation on proposals to raise
tuition to the Board of Trustees.

See TUITION, A4

Conduct Code
in 'Li111bo'
Administration Wrongfully Picked
Committee, Student Trustees Say

Hilltop Staff/ERIC HALL
Scores of Howard University students stood in long lines, such as this one, during this week's registration.

BY APRILL

0. TURNER

Hilltop Staff Writer

For Students, Another Round
BY JASON

T.

University refund checks snaked around a corner. All this, while his daughter, freshman Kiko
Nzingha, sat pensive.
She, like throngs of other Howard University
students, were waiting for a tiny, brightly-colored
ticket granting them access to the nerve center
of registration and ultimately, the validation
process: Blackburn Center's ballroom.
Getting the ticket was a ray of light for Nzingha, who faced the possibly of missing a semester at the University if she couldn't muster the

SMITH

Hilltop Staff Writer
Slouching comfortably in his chair in the
Blackburn Center's auditorium this week, Forrest Akers bent his head and took a short nap,
closing his eyes to the confusion around him.
While he slept, students in the auditorium quietly pelted three enrollment management
employees with questions. In the hall, a line for

funds before today, the last day of spring registration.
"I suspect I should have done this earlier. The
process is very, very slow. They could have
probably done this a different way," she said.
Registration for the s pring semester had
already begun, and Blackburn again turned into
a caldron

SEE REGISTRATION, A4

After Two Years in Office, Latifah Speaks
Eames to Head ANC 1B
BY RAFIAH DAVIS

Hilltop Staff Writer
After being an active member of the Advisory
Neighborhood Commission for more than two
years, former Howard University student Nik
Eames was unanimously voted chairman of
ANCJB Wednesday.
Eames did not secure his position alone. He
received support from long-time community
activist Lawrence Guyot.
"I'm kind of excited," said Deborah Thomas, the
commissioner of lB 11, and an Eames supporter.
Thomas said after getting to know Eames, she
realized they both share similar views and favors
his idea to start youth development programs that
will keep them out of trouble.
"Sometimes, we only focus on the negative
things the youth do," she said. "We need to
enhance the good things."

Lola Wade, a self-described "lifer" of the 1400
block of Florida Avenue said she has seen the
leadership and the agenda of the commission
undergo several changes. She recalled a time
when the focus of the commission's meetings was
the property value of the houses in Logan Circle.
Wade is optimistic about Eames' victory, however, she said she will wait to see how the switch
from Guyot to Eames works for the community.
Eames emphasizes the importance of the community's support for young people. However, he
said the commission is on the cutting edge for
helping people both young and old.

CA1VR1S
HU GETS RANKED 5m

See EAMES, A3
Hintop Staff/EDOUARD LENEUS
At Cramton Sunday, the actress and rapper Queen
Latifah promoted her new book.
See story, A2

What's Hot?

See A6

l

WeekendWeather

TIE Qi 1

BlackEnterpriseMagazineRanksHoward According to Princeton Review, drugs
University as the 5th Best School for are what's hot at American University.
African-American students.
See A2

,

Student representatives to the
Board of Trustees, during the
Board's Academic Excellence
Committee meeting last week, told
that Committee that the University's Administration wrongfully
hand-picked a group to draft proposed revisions to the Student Code
of Conduct.
The revelation prompted the
AEC's chair, retired Gen. Colin L.
Powell, to call for a new committee
to be drafted to adopt the existing
proposed Code, or craft a new revision to the Student Code of Conduct.
The charge came from student
Trustees Jonathan Hutto and Randy
Short, who told the AEC that the
revision of the Student Code of
Conduct and Judiciaries failed to
adhere to the current Board policy
outlined in the H-Book. Rather, a
"foreign" process was established
to create the committee, the student
trustees said.
Hutto and Short recommend that
the Board strike the proposed Code
from the record, and asked the
Board to review the existing Code,
which was adopted by the Board in
1993.
"First, we must realize that the
University-student relationship is
a contractual one. Parents and students pay tuition, and the University provides an education and services," Hutto said in an interview
Wednesday.
"That relationship should not be
dictatorial or patronizing , but participatory in a reasonable and
meaningful way," he said.
In 1997, a FordRAPID team of

faculty, Administration officials
and students-all appointed by the
Office of the Dean of for Special
Student Services-was selected to
review the judiciary portion of the
student code.
A second committee of faculty,
Administration officials and students was appointed by ODSSS to
review the Code portion.
The current policy states that four
members, each of the undergraduate and graduate Judiciary Boards
will constitute the Committee on
Review. At the time the
FordRAPID and Code Portion
committees were established, the
Howard University Student Association had already appointed 12
members to the undergraduate
boards, and four members to the
graduate boards.
What's more, the Faculty Senate
did, however , appoint representatives to serve on the Universitywide Judiciary Boards in 1998.
The Administration has attempted to assemble a Committee on
Review, which, according to Hutto
~nd Short, goes against policy.
Several members were not
appointed by HUSA or the Faculty Senate in accordance with the
current Student Code of Conduct..
HUSA did not appoint any of the
students who served on the Code
portion. Instead, the ODSSS
appointed them.
The current Student Code of Conduct states that the student members
of the Judiciary and Appellate
Boards must be appointed or elected by HUSA in accordance with
procedures determining committee
membership.
"The established procedures are
as equally important as the end
product," Welch said Wednesday.

IN FULL EFFECT
As the plus-sized clothing market grows,

so is the demand for full-figured models.
See Bl

HOOP VICTORY

TODAY: Rain.

48 IDGH, 32 LOW

Guard/ForWard Melvin Watson led
Bison to capture its frrst win of the
season in game a_gainst University of
Md. at Eastern Sfiore.

SATURDAY: Partly Cloudy
45 IDGH, 35 LOW

See B4

SUNDAY: Partly Cloudy
39 IDGH, 30 LOW
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Queen Comes To Promote, But Winds Up Educating
By J OHN·J OHN WILLIAMS IV
Hilltop Staff Writer
The anxious crowd in Cramton
Auditorium stared in awe Sunday
as Queen Latifah (Dana Owens)
glided on stage. The 5-10 New Jersey native was casually dressed in
a blue sweater and stone-washed
jeans, her candy curls bouncing
with each step. Her tan boots made
a light clicking sound as she
walked, and the key around her
neck (a constant reminder of her
brother's fatal motorcycle accident)
flickered as it caught the light.
She was here to promote her newlypublished book Ladies First: Revelations of a Strong Woman, an
autobiographical book about her
life and her struggles to overcome
adversity. Latifah is a woman of
many facets: rapper, producer,
actress and author. And the floor
level of Cramton filled with students who wanted to show their
support and interest in her life by
attending the promotion.
"I came to support an educated
black woman and hear her opinions
and the detailed story of her life,"
said• Akilah Bell, a sophomore
biology major.

And Latifah gave her exactly what
she wanted.
During her visit, she revealed that
she wiJJ be coming out with her
own talk show on Fox in the near
future, and that there is talk of her
coming out with her own clothing
line and possibly a jazz album. Her
ins ights into her superstar life
entranced the crowd, but Latifab
made it clear that she didn't let
fame get to her head.
"Being humble is what has enabled
me to be blessed," Latifah said. "I
have always had a connection with
God-if you don't have the Lord,
what do you ~ave to look forward
to?"
Latifah addressed the issue of the
pressure the entertainment industry
places on individuals to conform.
"There is pressure to sell sex. There
is a pressure for men and women to
show their bodies," Latifab said.
Sbe shared that, even during her bit
television show "Living Single,"
there was pressure. "What you
didn't see was Fox executives calling up the producers and telling
them that so-and- so needed to lose
weight. They felt that our ratings
would be better if we looked acertain way."

During the question portion of the
event, Latifab talked about how she
felt about playing the role of a lesbian thug in the box-office smash
Set It Off.
"I fell uncomfortable kissing a
woman in front of the camera, but
when I get a role, I become the
character," she said. "Thal means
during the time I played Cleo (character's name) I became Cleo."
Latifah added that she was proud of
the work she had done in the movie.
While watching the movie, she
said, she forgot that she was playing the character. "I was waiting to
see what was going 10 happen
next," she said, laughing.
·But Latifah also revealed that,
because of her role in the film,
there have been attempts to typecast her as a.lesbian. "I refused all
the type-cast roles," she said. I am
fortunate enough to be able to
refuse roles."
Latifah explained that the Queen in
her name was in respect to her heritage. It was something different.
"When I first came out, everyone
had M.C. in their name;· she said.
"I wanted to have something different in mine."
Audience members had nothing but

praise for their Queen.
"I've always held Queen in high
esteem," said sophomore Erick D.
Watson. "No matter what controversy surrounded her, she was
always reflective of a clean spirit.
She is needed in today's society."
After getting her book signed,
sophomore Mona-Gail Baker was
overcome with joy. "She's an inspiration, I'm very happ)\" Baker said.
And Charles Smith, a D.C. native,
who said he came for "personal
insight," said he didn't feel uncomfortable being one of a handful of
males in the audience.
After the book signing was over,
Latifah and the audience members
went to the Blackburn Center for a
reception. Guests were treated to
marinated chicken strips, coconut
battered chicken strips, an assortment of multi-colored sandwich
wraps, as well as cheeses, fruits and
beverages.
The event was promoted by the
office of the Director of the Armour
Edouard Leneus/Hilltop Staff
J. Blackburn University Center and
Sisterspace Books, a local blackQueen Latifnh ,isited Cramlom Auditorium on Sunday to promote her
owned booksto·re which sells the new book Ladies First: Revelatio11s of a Strong Tfoman.
book for $22.50.
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Safety Questioned after Violence Outbreak in Drew Hall
By IRA PORTER
Hilltop Staff Writer
Len Curry wanted to go back to
New Jersey 10 enjoy his Christmas
vacation. He wanted to go home
and relax-but he was not able to
escape Howard's environment so
easily.
Curry, a fres hman marketing
major, is one of the many residents
in Charles Drew Hall who was disturbed by the violence that
occurred Dec. 10, I 998.
"After seeing what happened 10
the other student, I question the
safety of'Drew Hall," Curry said. "I
wasn't expecting anything like that

'

to happen the day before I left for
Christmas vacation."
Shortly after midnight, a fifth
floor resident was attacked by several players of Howard University's
football team. The young men who
assau lted the resident reside in
Cook Ha ll. In a police report
obtained by The Hilltop, the incident is said to have started from a
phone call to the victim's room by
a player on the football team and
somehow evolved into several football players coming over to Drew
Hall and attacking the resident.
Shortly after the melee, all of the
football players, with exceplion·of
two, escaped from police custody.

According to Drew resident freshman Kevin Amani Hicks, the fight
was a catalyst to the arrest of him
and fellow third floor resident Mark
Harris. Both of them live on the
third floor. While Harris was
unwilling to comment on his arrest,
he did say that he was charged with
disorderly conduct. Hicks said that,
because a large group of students
congregating around his room and
made noise because they were
upset about the fact that people ran
into the dorm and auacked a student, police officers were lured into
·the corridor where,his room was.
Accord ing to Hioks, an irate
police officer advised the students

to clear the hallway; in the midst of
doing so, he pushed Hicks several
times. Once inside his room, after
a conversation with two police officers, he was arrested.
Although Hicks was distracted
by his own legal tr0ubles that night.
he reflected on the brawl.
"I was just surprised that 15 of
them (football players) got into the
dorm and they (police officers)
only caught two of them. I'm wondering how you can miss 15 football players going back to the
dorm?" Hicks said. " It's just a
.shame that it happened at a school
of higher learning:·
Third floor Drew Hall resident

assistant Ant won Brown, a sophomore political science major, said
Drew Hall is safe. Brown said on
the night when the incident
occurred, the security at Drew was
lacking. He said he was warned
that a fight was about to break out.
so he tried to secure campus police
officers to come to the residence
hall.
" I got an anonymous call from a
resident that there was about to be
a fight. At one point, I ran downstairs to see if I could find a police
officer. There ,v.ere 1hree outside,
but they wouldn't comy in because
they needed back up."
"Drew Hall is safe," Brown said.

"I don't think the residents should
worry about security here .... The
question of safety reflects the work
of campus police. That particular
night. there was a problem with
safety. There should always be a
security guard in Drew Hall-that
was a downfall on the police
department;· he said.
The office of Residence Life
refrained from answering questions. saying that the incident is still
under investigation. In a statement
acquired by The Hilltop, the football players could face suspension
from rhe teaJtl. The decision will be
left up to Coach Wilson.

• •

Howard Students Argue University's No. 5 Ranking in Black Enterprise:
By J OIIN·JOHN WtLUAMS IV
Hilltop Staff Writer
According to a recent study conducted by Black Enterprise magazine, Howard University was
ranked fifth in the nation for the
best colleges and universities for
African-Americans.
The fact that the schools Spelman,
Morehouse, Florida A&M, and
Clark Atlanta were ranked ahead of
Howard didn·t sit well with some
Howard University students.
"There's no way in the [world]
those schools can touch the academic magnitude of Howard,'' said
Shawn Davis, a senior nutritional
science major. "We are more
sought after for undergraduate and
graduate programs than the others."
The study was conducted by
DayStar Research CEO Dr.

Thomas Laveist, who screened
more than 3,000 colleges and universities for two types: accredited
four-year institutions with an
African-American enrollment of
at least 1.5 percent and colleges that
didn't mee( that requirement, but
would be of significant interest to
African-Americans.
The remaining candidates were
then classified by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Toaching. They were classified
according to size of the student
body, national repu tation, and
whether the majority of its students
were drawn to the school from
across the nation or from a particular region.
Historically Black Colleges and
Universities were ranked separately from other schools because of
their higb African-American population.
DayStar compiled a list of 1,077

African-American professionals in
higher education, including presiden.ts, faculty, and admissions
administrators employed by the 937
schools surveyed. DayStar asked
those 1,077 to rate their institutions on a I to 5 scale. (S=strongly
recommended, 4=recommended,
3=neutral/ no opinion. 3=not recommended, 2=s trongly recommended, !=strongly not recommended). Of those 1,077 506 (46.9
percent) responded. Questions
ranged from social issues, academic issues, and any other college
issues relevant to African Americans. From the questionnaires.
scores were added and multiplied.
Five thousand points was a perfect
score.
Out of the schools surveyed, the
highest score was 4,144. That was
achieved by Spelman College of
Atlanta.
Sophomore April Thomas, did

not agree with Spelman being
ranked so highly.
"Even though Spelman is a good
school for women, I think that black
women need to support black men,
and vice versa." Thomas said. "For
that reason. I do not feel that Spelman should be the top school."
Thomas did agree with Florida
A&M (FAMU) being ranked third.
"FAMU is a good school;' she
said. "My brother went there so I
became familiar with the campus."
Thomas went on to say that there
was a stronger sense of school unity
on FAMU's campus because it was
located in a smaller ci ty than
Howard. "Tullahassee is a smaller
town than Washington, D.C. Students do more campus activities
there."
Jida Dirocie, a political science
major, was very disappointed on the
results of the study.
·
"Spelman doesn't offer half the

courses that H o w a r d , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
does;· the 19-year-old
ExclusiveCollegeRanking! •
sophomore said. "You
ha,•e to go back and forth
ail
ail
between Spelman, Clark.
~
Morehouse. and Morris
r ~-1
Brown. You do1i"t have to
do that at Howard."
Schools that were not
•\
·
·
his1oricaUy blackorpredominately black did not
.•
fare too well on the list.
Stanford was the top nonp redom i nan t Iy black
school that had a point
total of 3,842. Stanford
was ranked tench.
Columbia (New York
City) was ranked fif.
teenth. Other prestigious
schools like Harvard ,
Yale, and Cornell had
Black Enterprise Magazine recently ranked
rankings of 28th, 41st Howard Uni.-ersity fifth amoung the best schools ;
and 50th respectively.
for African Americans.
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By MIA SOM£RSALL
Hilltop Staff Writer
Jan. I, 1999 meant more than
champagne and fireworks to 11 out
of the LS countries of the European
Union. It also meant the unveiling
of the euro, the new European currency which, some economists
believe, wi ll eventually replace the
American dollar as the international form of currency.
Experts are split on the idea of
whether or not the euro is a big
threat to tl1e dollar. Some believe
that investors will be optimistic
about the new unified currency;
that they will shift their money
away from the dollar and toward the
euro, thus putting a damper on U.S.
economic growth and possibly
threatening the doUar's place as the
world's leading currency. Other
economists believe the European
Monetary Union (EMU) needs

J -

time to prove its new form of currency a good investment. They say
that, even while the euro will gain
power in the next few years, the dollar will ultimately keep its place on
top.
But lately, the United States is
losing ground-as far as the value of
the dollar is concerned. In the past
few weeks, the value has been
steadily declining. The U.S. economy is particularly vulnerable right
now. due to financial woes in economically-linked Brazil and the
impeachment proceedings against
President Clinton. The dollar,
which was worth 147.6t Japanese
yen last August is now a mere
108.72 yen . .
Japan, the third largest economy
next to the EMU and the U.S.,
believes in the need for the decline
of tlie U.S. dollar. Japan attributes
the euro's success to the success of
its own currency. Keizo Obuchi,

Japan's Prime Minister, in France
last week expressed his hope that
the euro would boost growth in
Japan.
Last Friday's exchange rate of the
euro to U.S. dollars was I
USD=l.1569 euro. As that may
appear good for the euro, ii is a 2
cent drop from a day before that
when the doUar was at I.I 713 euro.
But Britain, a country that is part
of the European Union but not the
European Monetary Un ion, is
thinking about jumping on the euro
bandwagon before they miss out,
the Wall Street Journal reported on
Monday. Britain, the largest country in the European Union would
economically contribute a great
deal to the euro, thus increasing the
threat 10 the dollar.
However, a CNN report indicates that President Clinton welcomed the new euro in a recent
statement to the public. "We wel-

come tlie launch of the euro, a historic step that 11 nations in Europe
have taken toward a more complete Economic and Monetary
Union. A successful economic
union that contributes to a dynamic Europe is clearly in our longterm interests." He reportedly dis-·
missed ideas that the euro is a
threat to American currency. At
any rate, some experts hold tight
to their fears.
The U.S. Treasury has yet to
make a statement on whether they
will actively work lo improve the
value of the dollar. It is seen as
being both a good and bad thing.
On one hand, a lower dollar will
create jobs for exporters, as U.S.
products will become more competitive. On the other hand, a less
valuable currency raises the prices
of imported goods and fears of
inflation and raised interest rates
may follow.
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Campus Briefs

U.S. Currency Loses Value as Euro Increases

' "

German Ambassador to t he
United States to Hold Lecture
German Ambassador to the Unit•
ed States Jurgen Chorbog will present the annual Mereze
Tote Leeture in Diplomatic
History for
the Department of
History.
The lecture
will occur
German Ambassador in Blackto the United States, burn CenJurgen Chrobog,
ter's West
- - - - - - - Ballroom
on Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Cborbog, who is also an attorney
and economist, will lecture on
"German Pi:iorities: The European
Presidency, Global Economic
Development and the 'Iransatlantic
Bond." Chorbog's lecture is part of
the Tote lecture series, which is
presented annually in honor of Dr.
Mer.re Tote, who retired from the
Howard University Department of
History in 1977.
In Honor of Former U.S. Com-

mer ce Secretary Ronald H. •,
Brown,
Time War ner to Contr ibute
$IM to his Alma Maters
Time Warner, Inc. will contribute
$1 .25 million to honor the memory and support the legacy o
Ronald H. Brown. The donations
will create endowments at Howard
University and Middlebury College, Brown's alma maters. The
schools will receive $500,000 each
over a four year period to create a
Ronald Brown/Time Warner
Endowment Fund at each institution. Income from the endowment
fuods wiJI be used to support initiatives that (effect Secretary
Brown's commitment to global
awareness and bis understanding
of the important relatiQllsbips o
history, language, politics, economics and diplomacy.

- Compiled by Staff Writer Aprill
0. Tume1: Campus Briefs ru11
weekly in the Campus section o
The Hilltop and must be delivere
orfaxed to the newspaper 110 later
than 5 p.111. Monday. The Hilltop
is located on rite Plata level of rite
Plaw Towers tttm, and the fax
11111nber is 202-8064-758.
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Do you feel that the
President should be
removed from
office?
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Cold Snap Delays HU Students' Return
before I was to return to school so I was
unable to go anywhere." Sophomore
mathematics major Anike Oliver could
Hilltop Staff Writer
sympat.hize, saying, "Jt took me and my
The cold snap which brought a devas- brothers two hours to shovel and chip
tating snowstorm to the U.S. midwest· three inches of ice from my driveway."
region caused difficulties for Howard But the snowstorm didn't keep Oliver
University students trying to return for inside, she said. " It took 30 minutes to
the
1999
spring
semester. go places that used to be five minutes,"
Illinois temperatures ranged from 27 she said. That's because she had to drive
degrees below zero in the western sub- five miles per hour instead of the normal
urbs to 12 below zero on the lake front. speed
limit.
The 1999 snowstorm brought a total of
The low temperature was caused by a
combination of snow build-up and biting 21.6 inches of snow so far 10· the siatc.
cold air descending from Canada. The weather caused roads to be closed
In Chicago, 18.6 inches of snow fell on and flights to be canceled. "I was schedJan. 2. This is the most snow to fall in a uled to return on Jan. 7, but the bad
day in the state's history. Sophomore weather caused back-up at theairpon and
biology major Aja McGary said, "I was I had to return on Jan. IO."
snowed in for a week-the week right
The foul weather cond itions caused
BY NATALIE REID

regional airports jn Milwaukee, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Bloomington, Kankakee and Joliet.
O'Hare International Airpon in Chicago,
the world's busiest airpon, stranded thousands of travelers. United and American
Airlines canceled flights in and out of
Chicago
Students who were not affected by the
delay of flights had to return on Jan. 3
before the second snowfall occurred.
McGary said, "I had to return early in
order to be here on time for classes.. .if
I stayed later, I would have been stranded." Howard Brown, a film major, was
not as fortunate as McGary. He had 10
return later, he said, because of the
weather. "I had to experience flight cancellation as well as delay," he said.
It cost O'Hare International airport

approximately $14.3 million to clear runways, $12 million 10 lease equipment and
$4 milHon for snow melting machines.
Chicago was the worst state to be hit by
the '99 Blizzard. Thirty-four counties
within Chicago, including Cook County,
were placed under a snow emergency
warning by President Clinton on Jan. I.
The snow emergency made the state of
Chicago eligible for 75 percent of the
state
clean-up
cost.
Sludcnts returning from the Midwest
experienced a shift in weather as they
entered Washington D.C., where the
weather was in the 50s. Charissa Mobley, a biology major said, "In Minnesota, the temperature was 27 below zero
and on my arrival to HU the temperature
was 52 degrees."

School of Business Honors Students Fast
1racking to Global Business Community
BY L OUIS $TERI.INC
Hilltop Staff Writer

"No, even though he committed a
criminal act against the United
States. He's still done a good job
for the American people."
- Rasheedah Thomas, sophomore engineering major

The Executive Leadership Honors Program in the School of Business traveled
to New York to network with corporate
sponsors and to gain real life business
exposure, recently. From the Classroom
to the Boardroom, the theme of this first
corporate retreat took forty-five students
to New York to participate in a weekend
of corporate events, seminars, and professional de'celopment. Carol D. Henley,
the director of the Honors Program,
worked in conjunc1ion with JP Morgan,
Abbou Laboratories, and Warner Lambert to coordinate the weekend. She said
the students gained valuable information
and are now in a priority position to
receive internships and permanent
employment with these companies. The
retreat commenced with a visit to JP
Morgan, an investment banking firm, on

T hursday afternoon. Upon arriving at JP
Morgan, Patricia Jones, a managing
director, and Marvin Cbiddick, a vice
president, welcomed the Honors Program to the firm. A brief panel discussion
took place following the welcoming µiat
focused on the international employment
opportunities at JP Morgan. Ebony
Evans, a junior marketing major, appreciated the perspective these employees
shared about the investment banking
industry."The speakers were very informative because they kept it real as
opposed to being politically correct,"
Evans said.A highlight of the two-day
corporate site visit to JP Morgan was the
presentation George Comer, a Ph.D. student at New York University, gave on
Equity Products and Markets. The fourhour crash course on investment banking
answered many of the questions the honors students bad about the high-powered
world of finance. While the business students spent a great portion of their-day

tackling case studies, the group did manage to flee the corporate offices to dine
at the famous Motown Cafe' in midtown. Kori Young, a freshman marketing
major, said. "It was a good experience,
especially since it was my first time in
New York."On the last day of the retreat,
Abbott Laboratories and Warner Lambert, two additional corporate sponsors of
the Honors Program, conducted workshops and seminars at the hotel for the
studen1s. According to Kirk Oliver, the
president of the Honors Program. "these
companies approached us like we were
prospective employees and directed the
seminars accordingly.'.'Warner Lamben.
a consumer healthcare company, concluded the corporate retreat by separating the students into teams to solve this
problem: ''How can Warner Lambert use
the Internet to educate professionals
about Quanterra, a complementary medicine product?" Ahhough Lhe compe1ition
will be held in April. each 1eam was

assigned a corporate representative to
assist them in their preparation. Robert
Smagala, a vice president of marketing,
indicated that the students' results may
even be used to launch the new venture.
According to Oliver, the retreat established long-standing relationships.
"Although we are relatively young. we
established contacts that we could nurture: therefore, given the potential for
growth. our future looks bright," he
said.Henley concurred, stating, 'This is
just a beginning. given 1hat this is the first
corporate retreat. Our current sponsoring
companies were really involved with
working with the students, and in fulure
years we plan to establish relationships
with other companies. Finally, this was
not only a first for the School of Business,
but these companies are now going to use
Howard as a template for 01her universities."

Peterman Set for Environmental Studies at Oxford
RHODES,/rom Al

"I don't think he should be
removed for what he did. We're not
all perfect and everyone has their
faults ."
• Nichole A. Sampson, sophomore psychology
major

"Even though w.hat he did had
nothing to do with the country, he
still lied. It does11 't look good."
- Carlton W. Washi11g1011, sophomore marketing major

anything but easy. Not only is the New Jersey native.
like scores of other seniors, taking a mound of courses
to meet requirements for graduation. Peterman. 1he
first American-born Howard sludent to receive a Rhodes
scholarship, says she's had to fend-off invitations to
speak at several high-profile engagements, just to keep
a modicum of peace.
"I want to remember that my life is still one of a student," Peterman said in an interview Wednesday. ·
"You won't find me in the library too often. The fact
is that I'm not a typical over-achiever. I'm a regular person, and I don't want to be a figurehead. Ijust had a goal.
reached for it, and achieved it."
With the Rhodes scholarship, Peterman will spend the
next two years studying at Oxford University in England.
Peterman, whose mother. Phylis, graduated from 1he
University in 1968, turned down offers from Yale and
Rutgers in favor of Howard. She entered the College of
Arts and Science's Honors Program, and spent her
sophomore year studying at Duke University.
Last year, Carla Peterman was inducted into the Phi
Beta Kappa honors fraternity, and is a member of Phi
Alpha Theta, the interna1ional history honors fraternity. She was a founding member of the University's
women's lacrosse team, and is now working with Jennifer Brown, another University student, to launch a
Howard-based organiiation aimed at boosting environmental awareness in minority communities.
While at Oxford, Peterman will study ways to develop "eco-cities," communities in which transportation,
energy and water usage is minimized to protect the environment. Peterman says 1bat after earning a master's
degree at Oxford, she will develop such c,ommunities
in the Caribbean, South America or Africa-regions

"with a lot of environmental resources that arc either
being exploited, or are on the verge of being exploited."
Phylis Peterman. a professor of social work at Rutgers.
said 1hat since last mon1 h's announcement. total
strangers have called their home. all 10 tell Carla how
proud 1bey are of her. The hype has become so intense,
Phylis Peterman says. thal Carla's middle school and
high school, like Howard, have posted larger-than-life
signs on their campuses congra1ula1ing her.
"She's worn this mantel of new-found celebri1y well,"
Phylis Peterman said. "She's conscious that she doesn't
want this overdone. This is an award that she's received,
but she doesn't wanl her success to overshadow everyone around her."
Paul E. Logan. associate dean of the Division of
Humanities, said he's already started building a committee of faculty members 10 identify and groom strong
candidates to apply for the Rhodes and other fiercely
competitive scholarship programs. such as the Truman, Fulbright and Marshall scholarships.
"We have a lot of qualified students at 1he University,
but 1hey don't always get information about these kinds
of opportunities;· Logan said. "If Harvard can submit
40 applications, and we can submit on ly 3, that tells us
we aren't getting the information out to enough students.
In recent years, at least two University students have
applied for a Rhodes Scholarship. Logan said he hopes
to use part of a $4 million Mellon grant to create a formal program to groom potential Rhodes scholars.
"We're not playing anymore. We

rightful place as leaders in the country," said Provost and
Chief Academic Officer Antoine Garibaldi.
Carla Peterman·s success has not come wi1hou1 added
pressure or criticism. Several people. she said, have told
her she's "representing the fblack] race", as well as the
University. lo response, Peterman says she has 10 remind
herself that while being named a Rhodes scholar is an
opportunity that few people receive. she is a black
American woman entering what might be 1he "most
intellectually grueling environment" she may ever
encounter, in large part because she is both black and a
woman.

Others, she said. have criticized her for accepting a
scholarship in honor of the late Cecil Rhodes. the former head of two diamond and gold companies with
interes1s throughou1 the former colonial Africa. Rhodes
was so in0uential. in fact, 1hat 1he modern-day African
nations, Zimbabwe and Zambia. were named after him.
··1say to them [the critics]: 'I've studied Cecil Rhodes.
I'm aware of everything he's associated with. And I'm
aware of his posi1ive and bad 1rai1s.100.'" Peterman said.
"I'm using the scholarship to fix some of the problems
1ha1 Cecil Rhodes helped to create."

r--•-------•-•-•-----•--7

squeaked
through with
because
she's just motivated.
But ifCarla,
we identify
students early on. we can submit more strong
candidates," Logan said.
·
"Carla is a true example of the wellrounded students we have at the Universily who are academically talented, socially-consdous and ready to take their
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Former Howard Student
Elected Chainnan of ANC 1B
EAMES,from Al

"No, I think that they were trying
to get something on him since he
got in office."
- Lauren White, sophomore business
major

Compiled by
Eric Hall and John-John Williams IV

.. .
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''We all have to work together," Eames said.
Although Eames did not return to the University this semester, he said he still considers himself apart of!he Howard community.
Guyot saw the election as a chance to tighten the connection between Howard and the
community.
"I'm proud that our ANC has united with the
student government at Howard University,"
Guyot said. He credited the student government with stopping the University's plan to
close public streets within the campus .
"We depend on the student government at

Howard 10 make sure the community's interests arc looked after, because we cenainly
can't depend on the Swygen administration
to do it," Guyot said.
In November, Eames lost his bid for the City
Counci l seat to democratic candidate Jim
Graham, who attended the meeting at which
Eames won his seat.
"I really look forward to working with
[Eames]," he said. "I hope to work with him
on issues that directly affect this ANC and on
youth issues as welt.'' Graham also applauded Eames' effons to help with the issues
affecting youth.
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During the December meeting at which the TRRC
voted to approve the tuition, neither Welch nor Allen
were present.
Sophomore Erick D. Watson, the Undergraduate Student Assembly representative for the College of Engineering, Architecture and Computer Sciences, called
the absence of Welch and Allen from a meeting of such
importance "unacceptable," and said that "Neville's
attendance record is evidence of his blatant disregard
of student body interests."
"As HUSA president, it's his responsibility to inform
the students of issues and to gage the students' position on such issues before a vote is placed before the
Board of Trustees. If he doesn't take his position and
responsibilities seriously, he should resign."
Responding to the criticism, Welch said that even if
he and Allen were present at the December meeting,
their votes wouldn't have made a dent in the fmal outcome. "One or two students on such a large committee doesn't have great weight," Welch said. "Tbe bottom line are votes."
Many students said they were unaware that the Board
had proposed raising the cost of tuition. Several students interviewed said they were surprised that such a
measure had been passed.
"They should've told us in advance," said Erica Henderson, a junior administration of justice major. "The
proposal was carried through almost a week ago, and
some students wonder why they weren't aware of the
proposal in the frrst place. It just shows the lack of communication between the student government and the
students."
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While the meal plan rates have remained the same in
the last four years, the cost of providing dining services
has increased.
Notification of the increase in the cost of tuition and
the meal plan evoked mixed feelings from students.

PROPOSED RATE SCHEDULE
ACADEMIC YEAR 1999-2000
1998-1999
Rate

Program

'~re they giving as much
as the schools and universities that charge more?
They 're selling day-old
bread for fresh bread
prices,''
Randy Short,
Graduate Trustee

Undergraduate
Graduate
Divinity
Medicine
Dentistry
Law
Doctor of Pharmacy
and M.S Physical
Therapy

$8,750
10,200
9,880
16,460
13,280
12,280
10,840

1999-2000
Increase
Rate
$8,925
10,500
10,175
16,950
13,675
12,650
11,165

Dollar

Percentage

Increase
2%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

$175
300
295
490
395
370
325

1
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The tuition rate schedule for the seven programs that Howard University offers varies from a 2 percent to a
3 percent increase. The tuition rate is as follows:

Sophomore history major Alexis Capili, who commutes to school, won't be affected by the meal plan
increase. He' II feel, however, the increase in tuition.
And he's not happy about it, either.
"It's ridiculous," Capili said, adding that he'd support
the increase if he were getting something out of it. But
don't see us getting anything."
Many students, like freshman film major Folade
Bell, said they, too, aren't happy about the meal plan
increase. "I think the meal plan is too expensive already.
It's really not worth it."
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PROPOSED MEAL PLAN RATE SCHEDULE
ACADEMIC YEAR 1999-2000
Plan

Current Rate
per Semester

Traditional
Opti 19
Traditional
Opti 14
Traditional
Opti 10
Traditional

Staff Writer Aprill O Turner contributed to this
report.

19
14
10
5

$899
950
860
936
847
949
350

Recommended
Rate per Semester

Dollar
Increase

$949
1,000
910
986
897
999
400

'

Percentage
Increase

$50
50
50
50
50
50
50

'•
•j

6%
5%
6%
5%
6%
5%
14%
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Students Wait No More
REGISTRATION, from Al
seething frustration for many students.
"Things here are slow. It's just
backwards. This is worse than last
semester," said junior finance major
Amber Hardy, who spent the her
two hour wait in line thumbing
through a course selection book.
Aiming to ease the strain of long
lines that students have faced in
previous years. Administration offi-

cials have this year initiated several changes to the registration and
validation process.
No longer will students be forced
to stand in line in front of the Blackburn Center. Instead, students have
been directed to sit in the Blackburn's forum and auditorium room,
and wait for tickets that would then
admit them up to the ballroom in
groups of 40.
"Our goal is to have no students
waiting in lines, and we are working towards that. This year, students got to sit down for the wait,
and we don't have people standing
outside," said Dr. Janet Nicholson,
vice-president of enrollment management.
But even the round of changes
couldn't keep some students from
complaining about what they
described as "glaring" technology
glitches.
On Monday, students waiting in
line were turned away because of a
faulty circuit that caused "a slight
complication," Nicholson said.
"We've made arrangements for stu-

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·it
J

dents who were turned away Monday could come back on Tuesday
and get serviced frrst," she said,
adding that more students regis•tered for classes by telephone than
.
.
10 previous years.
Take student Andrew Jackson.
The freshman music business
major spent the week in class and
bypassed the long lines by using the
phone system, dubbed HU-PROS.
Today will be the only day he' II
wait in line-but only for a validation sticker he didn't receive in the
mail, he said.
"Now I feel relieved. All I have to
do is worry about the possible validation-sticker lines," he said.
Still, other students refused to
directly blame the University for the
lengthy process.
"It doesn't seem that efficient to
me, but they are always understaffed. So it doesn't seem like there
is much they can do," said senior
engineering major David Gittens.
He, too, was in line to see financial
aide and student accounts.
"I don't find this registration
process dissimilar to those at other
universities," said Forrest Akers,
who waited hours for his daughter
to leave the Ballroom. "It's commendable to the financial aid office
that they can attempt to contend
with every one's problems. Any
problems my daughter and I have
with financial aid is not an indictment to the University, but to the
Government."
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VISIT THE NEW & IMPROVED
FINE ARTS COMPLEX
''LULU VERE CHILDERS HALL''

read about it.
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Friday, February 5, 1999
12:00 p.m. - 4:00.p.m.
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Enhanced Corridors
New'' Smart Rooms''
New Dance Studio
·Renovated Piano Practice Rooms
New Elevator
And Much, Much, More!
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Utah Government Leaders eek
for Internet Sales Tax Problem
By RYAN RAUZON
Brigham Young U.

EUROPE
MOSCOW- Russia's President Boris Yeltsin
tightened government controls on Russian technology that may be used to develop missiles.
Yeltsin's action is a response to the U.S. concern
regarding Russian missile technology being
exported to other nations. The amendment outlines items that will be banned for export to prevent proliferation of missile technologies.
AFRICA
FREETOWN, Sierra Leone-Rebel forces and
West African peacekeepers in the Eastend District
of Freetown clash with each other. The fighting
between the two groups prompted Eastend residents to flee their homes. The rebels also fled their
Eastend to conquer the West African peacekeeping force, ECOMOG, which is led by Nigerians.
ROME-According to a Roman Catholic missionary news service, 500 civilians were massacred in Congo between Dec. 30 and Jan. 1 by Congolese rebels. The Massacre took place in
MakobolaVillagenearLakeTanganyikainthe
South Kivu region. Victims of the massacre
included children, women and the elderly.
PRETORIA, South Africa-Progress was made
to persuade Libya in surrendering two suspects in
lhfO I 988 bombing of Pan Am Jetliner over
Lockerbie, Scotland. Britian Prime Minister Tony
Blair and South African President Nelson Mandela are responsible for the progress. Both leader~ are sending Prince Bandar bin Sultan, a South
Atrican official and Saudi Arabia Ambassador to
W)ishington D.C., to Libya to brief Libyan leader
Mpammar Godhafi.
I
'ASIA

PROVO, Utah - Utah residents and
civic leaders are at the forefront of a heated debate involving the collection of sales
tax for electronic commerce.
Gov. Mike Leavitt and House Majority
Leader Kevin Garn (R-Layton) are
putting pressure on state and congressional officials to ensure that people who
make on-line business transactions pay
the required sales tax to their state government.
The National Governors' Association
and the National Conference of State Legislatures are both discussing possible solutions.
Garn said he favors the idea suggested
by the National Governors' Association,
which would require that states establish
a single statewide sales tax rate on all taxable electronic commerce and mail order

leadership for this thing," Bucks said.
ed this holiday season. "This problem is
"Governor Leavitt is playing a prominent getting bigger every year," Garn said.
leadership role in trying to protect the Garn said he's worried the federal govfuture of the sales tax as a viable revenue ernment will create a solution where they
option or policy choice for state and local end up with the added revenue, leaving
governments."
. states to look at other sources.
But Leavitt can only do so much. Rep.
"When people buy on-line, they're
Garn said the problem is primarily nation- essentially taking business away from
al in scope, one that Congress must even- local companies and short-changing the
tually solve. "We've got a lot of sales takstate from a major source of revenue,"
ing place over the Internet and as a result Garn said. If the problem persists, states
states are losing revenue," Garn said.
will have to either raise taxes or cut serAmazon.com, one of the largest on-line vices, something Garn said, he doesn't
business operations in the country, reportwant to do.
ed a 1998 fourth quarter increase 3 1/2
"We run a lean mean ship here in Utah.
times larger than 1997.
I don't know where we'd cut. A good perAmazon's spokesman, Bill Curry, said centage of our revenue goes to education
more people buy on-line because of its and I'd hate to have to take away from our
convenience. "Time is the smallest comschools," Garn said.
modity. Anything that saves time is valuable to people and has an extraordinary
appeal," Curry said.
Garn said U.S. Internet sales skyrocket-

Scandal Pushed too Far
By MICHELLE MULLENIX
Hilltop Staff Writer
As Howard University students return
from the winter holiday, many are posing
questions about the manner in which the
Republican-led House impeached President Clinton.
One day after the Senate began its trial
determining whether the House provided
enough evidence to convict the president
on charges including perjury and obstruction of justice, some students say they're
closely watching the second presidential
impeachment trial in U.S. history.
In 1868, President Andrew Jackson
became the first presid;nt to be
impeached.
While some Howard students say
they've grown tired of the media's year-

ikABUL, Afghanistan- Thousands of Afghan
retugees were forced by Iran to return to their
I
embattled homeland where food scarce and there
is :an outbreak of war. The Iranians expulsion is
based on several Iranians diplomats and journalis~ who lost their lives in August when Northern
Afghanistan
w: ttacked.
•
'
A.HWA, India- Majority Hindus and minority long wave of media coverage surrounding
Cfuristians have been at war for IO days. The clash the Clinton-Lewinsky saga, some say
'
st.µ-ted
on Dec. 25-Christmas-where 15,000
Ct;rristians in nearby villages damaged 20 churches•and two temples. Four catholic nuns and 124
' either
.
from
group were arrested on arson and other
'
charges.
the war occurred in the state of Gujarat where
so'me Christians converted to Hinduism. The
at(ack represented an escalation in Communal
Violence which took place in India last year,
w~ere Hindus clash with Muslims than Christians.
0

purchases.
Dan R. Buck, executive director for the
Multi-state Tax Commission, a 44-state
organization aimed at administering interstate and international taxes, said people
should already be paying sales tax on
items purchased on-line.
"For all practical purposes, consumption
and use taxes are best collected at the
point of transaction, Buck said." "But
when se)lers fail to collect sales tax,
they 're placing the purchases in the position of either needing to file a use tax,
which may not be convenient, or ignoring
the law."
Buck said many Internet sellers are conducting business in such a way that they
can avoid collecting the sales tax, leaving
the responsibility on those who use their
on-line services.
Buck says Utah leaders are pushing the
problem to the front of the national agenda. "Utah is all over the place in terms of

olution

they can hardly believe the "sexual relations" between the president and Monica
Lewinsky, the former White House intern,
could escalate into an impeachment trial.
"[The trial] shouldn't have went that far.
This trial has been a waste of time and
money," said Nikki Davis, a senior biology maior.
In the last few years, the U.S. Government has spent millions of dollars to support the investigation of Kenneth W. Star,
the Independent Counsel appointed by
Attorney General Janet Reno. While Starr
was originally hired to principally investigate a real estate scandal that appeared
to have implicated President Clinton, the
investigation ended with allegations that
the president urged a former White House
aid to lie about an alleged sexual relationship.
Last month the House, after receiveing
Starr's report, impeached Clinton on

'

-

AMERICAS
A• nation-wide lawsuit filed in 1997 by more than
1,000 Black farmers was approved by a federal
judge who required the Departn1ent of Agriculture to pay hundreds of millions of dollars to Black
fatmers. The farmers where denied government
loans as well as being given loans smaller than
those awarded to white farmers who held similar
credit histories and assets. In the United States
between 1982 and 1992 Black farmers dropped
by 43 percent to 18,800.

charges of perjury before a federal grand
jury, as well as obstruction of justice.
"He lied to the grand jury but it still really is petty. What he lied about is not that
important," Ahmad Elliott, a freshman
computer science major said
Many students said the Senate trial
should be televised in its entirety.
Dexter O'Neil, a senior engineering
major, said the entire trial should be televised "because we should know what
they're doing while wasting our time and
money."
The scandal has prompted such notables
as publisher Larry Flynt to attempt to
identify other Washington politicians who
may have had extra-marital affairs. Flynt,
the editor and publisher of Hustler, a
pornographic magazine, offered $1 million for information about 'dirty' politi-

one senior Republican House official.
Edward Johnson, a junior psychology
major said he believes the "money [Flynt]
is spending could be used for colleges,
welfare programs or cleaning up the city.
Besides, who doesn't lie?"
Nora Edwards, a social work graduate
student, said, "If [the politicians] come
clean, they don't have to worry about a
scandal." Myiesha Sharper, a sophomore
psychology student said, "[The media]
just needs to leave him and everyone else
alone."
If a politician could lie to a grand jury
under oath about a personal affair, does he
lie to the American people? Darrell Chase,
a junior physical therapy major said,
"Clinton's personal matter doesn't need to
concern his performance in office."

cians.

His offer aided the downfall of at least

-

'

MARYLAND- President Clinton announced a
Federal Drug-fighting Grant for Maryland's 2,400
H~use of Correction Complex inmates in Jessup.
The grants include $474, 933 for better drugdetection hardware and addiction treatment.
Money for the maximum-security facility will go
to. obtaining night vision devices, drug-sniffing
dogs-to increase overtime for narcotics investiga'.tors-and laptop computers to aid drug probes
cdordination.
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Compiled from wire reports by staff writer
Natalie Reid.
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Marijuana Use: Popular at
American University
By SARAH SCHUMACHER
American University
According to the 1999 on-line edition of the
Princeton Review's Best 311 CoUeges, drugs are
'what's hot' at American University.
Troy Dayton, president of the AU chapter of
the National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws, said marijuana use is higher
now than it has ever been among college students.
"Attitudes are changing as people use marijuana and know people who use marijuana,"
Dayton said. 'There is no evidence in history
that the free availability of drugs leads to wideuse consumption."
University officials acknowledge that marijuana is used frequently on campus, but stress
that AU drug policy is not lenient.
''We do deal with violations of the drug policy in a very serious way,"
said Dean of Students Faith Leonard. "We
don't do mandatory sentencing." She added that
each individual case is viewed separately.
The AU drug policy does not keep some students from smoking marijuana on campus,
though.
"The fact that marijuana is illegal is an unjust
law in the first place," said sophomore Dave
Nath. "I see myself as a patriot for breaking it
/

on campus."
"We certainly get enough information of drug
use, usuaUy through
residence life staff," Director of Public Safety
Colleen Carson said.
"We take it seriously; it's a crime."
Carson said that drug offenders are sometimes turned into the Residence Hall Association staff by their roommates.
In the process of uncovering drug users, usually either a residence assistant or a resident
director will notify Public Safety, which then
apprehends any evidence. The case is then
referred to the Metropolitan Police Department,
which confers with Public Safety.
The Student Advocacy Center often ends up
aiding students facing drug charges. Freshman
Tara Geiger, an advocate for the Student Advocacy Center, said that she has "seen a lot of drugs
on campus."
She said that in comparing penalties for drug
use with those for alcohol, alcohol violations
mean classes and probation, while drug offenders can get kicked off campus, even for first-time
offenses.
"I think actually it's kind of easy to get away
with using drugs on campus undetected," Geiger
said.
Arguments that students often use in their
defense include an inducive campus environ-

meat to drug use, referring to peer pressure. Students also have claimed that Public Safety officers cited the incident incorrectly in their
reports, and that typographic errors can sometimes invalidate a report.
Andrew Major, president of the Student Confederation and a junior, said that marijuana is
prevalent on AU's campus as weU as on many
other coUege campuses.
Junior Matt Bennett disagreed about the preval
Jenee of marijuana use. "It is an element, but not
prevalent." Bennett said, "People feel strikingly different about it."
The AU chapter of the American Civil Liber1
ties Union held a forum to discuss issues concerning the legalization of marijuana.
Jarrett Perlow, a junior and the president of the
AU ACLU, said that there was a low turnout, but
that the discussion went well.
"My understanding on the ACLU's policy is
that the ACLU believes in complete [marijuana] legislation," Perlow said. He added that he
was not sure what their policies were on the regulation of marijuana, though.
Dayton said that marijuana use is either an
equal or lesser danger than other problems facing society. Dayton called for educated use
rather than the violence seen in gang warfare
over drugs and the prevalence of youth distributing drugs.

A House W~lcomes Homeless for Holidays
1-~. ,

By RASHEMA COLLINS and ALON WASHINGTON
Hilltop Staff Writers
As the biting cold winter winds hit the face of 31-year-old John Watson, he dreamed of where be would spend the holidays this year. For the
past two years, Thanksgiving and Christmas have been times of destitution and loneliness for Watson and other homeless people in the District
"Spending the holidays with good people and eating a full course meal
are my only two wishes," Watson said.
1\vo days before Thanksgiving, Watson's wishes were granted.
Reverend Warren Johnson found Watson and his wife sleeping on the
streets of Northwest D.C. on a chilly day.
"I was on my annual mission to invite as many homeless people as I could
find to the House of Imagene for the holidays," Rev. Johnson said. ..,
encountered John, and he touched my heart."
This past holiday season Rev. Johnson spent his days preparing meals
for the homeless population of Washington, D.C.
In addition to working for the Department of Treasury, Rev. Johnson's
life centers around helping others.
"I feel that it is my responsibility to make sure that as many homeless
people as possible a.re fed during Thanksgivihg and Christmas," he said.
The ordained Baptist minister has served his· community for 11 years
and said he plans to continue serving for as long as he possibly can.
the bible, the Lord said that whatsoever you did to the least of my
brothers, you did it to me. This is what inspires me to do great things for
others," he said.

. ,n

Rev. Johnson, a native of New Jersey, was first inspired 11 years ago when
he met Bishop lmagene Stewart. She is the founder and owner of the House
of Imagene, an emergency shelter on the 200 block of P Street, NW.
"Bishop Stewart motivated me to help those who can't help themselves,"
he said. He also added that her down-to-earth personality and unselfishness toward others propelled him to begin volunteering in the community.
Johnson and other volunteers serve 300 to 400 unfortunate people annually during the holidays. In addition to a full course dinner, the needy are
supplied with clothing and unperishable food items to aid their hunger
after the holidays.
" I think that it's very important for our volunteers to realize that they
are truly blessed, because they could someday be in the place of the unfortunate ones." Rev. Johnson said.
He strongly feels that his kindness toward the people that he serves is
what brings them back year after year.
..My family and I really appreciate what Rev. Johnson and the House of
lmagene do for us," Watson said. ''We are fed good meals every year and
everyone here makes us feel like family."
"Rev. Johnson is like an angel on my shoulder. He keeps me on my feet,
especially during the holidays," said Judith Williams, who has been homeless for four years. Williams has become a personal friend of the Reverend. "He is the only family that I still have."
Rev. Johnson said he believed every one is put on the earth for one main
purpose: to help other people... Nothing can and will stop me from helping other people, I'll continue to do it for rest of my life.'' he said.
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Local .C onsumers
Debate Clinton's
Impeachment Trial
By Louts THOMAS
Staff Writer

•

Seven men gathered ar9und a checkerboard at the front tables where :
they are easily ignored by the regular customers at the McDonald's on ;
Barry and Georgia Avenue. Night after night the men play competitive ,
games and talk loud amongst customers. Over the checkerboard they dis- •,
cuss different topics including the impeachment trial of President Clinmn.
,
"I don't think they should have the trial," said Tom; the 62-year-old vet- :
eran chose to only use his first name. While waiting for his opponent to ;
make a move, Tom added that Clinton's false denial of a sexual relation- :
ship with White House intern Monica Lewinsky was normal. "The aver- :
age man in the same position would have lied to protect his family."
Fellow veteran James Reece. interrupted by calling politics a dirty business. 'The average politician lies to get where he is," he said. "The whole 1
impeachment process has been motivated by anti-American groups :
fueled by racial attitudes."
:
Like many African-American supporters of Clinton, the veterans felt ;
that Clinton's political problems stem from his wide acceptance by African :
Americans. ·
'
(
' "Clinton has the ability to see what Blacks and other minority groups I
go through, and can express the feeling for the people," said Northeast t
resident and the only woman at the checkers game, Louise Smith. '"The :
Republicans try to [get him out] because he helps a lot of Blacks getjobs !
in the White House, but that won't come up during the trail."
:
She said the president has done a fine job, and would like to see him :
remain in office. " I even keep the President in my prayers so that be has :
a chance to remain in office."
I
"Clinton did more for Blacks than any other president and that's why
they want him out," said another veteran who goes by the name of Chico.
He applauded Clinton for lowering the crime rate and helping find jobs
while not letting the impeachment issues get in the way. "The president ,
is taking it well, he hasn't let the trial stop him from doing his job, and ;
he's humble because he knows that the Republicans want him out," Chico :

I
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Chico said the Republicans were trying to get rid of Clinton before he 1
was even in office. He said that Clinton should just be left alone.
:
"People have done worst while i.n the White House, so he doesn't deserve !
to be impeached."
I

'''

Female Metro Riders
Feel No Fear
By R,\FIAH DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

I
•

Despite the District·s reputation of being one of the top crime capitals :
of the country, some female metro riders feel no fear. Every evening ;
women board Metropolitan trains and buses alone.
"I ride it all the time [alone]." said lyeisa Pulliam. an 18-year-old north- •
west resident while waiting at night for the No. 70 bus on Georgia Avenue.
"I'm used to it:'
Another female passenger. Thema Monroe. said she also feels safe riding the Metro trains at night. "I'm familiar with the area and nothing has
happened to me yet," said the Howard University sophomore. Monroe
said her mother was concerned about her safety. but she does not share ,
that concern. "I' m aware that there arc dangers, but I don't let it s1op from
doing what I have to do."
On the Metro rail, emergency call boxes in the stations can be used to •
contact station managers in case of an emergency. Stations also have pam- ~
phlets that inform riders what to do in emergency situations.
Howard University sophomore Kanika Harris said that the lit Metro rail
stations and the emergency call boxes help to bring her comfort. "I feel l
safe taking the subway at night, but it's the walk to my dorm that scares ~
me," Harris said.
Pulliam said she does not feel confident about the performance of the
station managers. She said she did not think that they would do much to
help a person in need.
Another northwest resident, Andrew Lemons, 2 1, talked about an incident he witnessed. "I saw someone [get assaulted] at the Anacostia station," he said. Lemons demonstrated how a man was brutally kicked by
several other men. He said that people at Barry Farms, a nearby apartment complex, watch people that get off the train alone. Other Metro riders watched as the man was attacked and transit police were no where to
be found, according to Lemons. He said women should carry protective
products such as pepper spray.
Harris recalled a similar story of boys fighting in an empty Metro station without the intervention of transit police.
Monroe admitted that her fearlessness could stem from never having witnessed a crime or being victi mized while riding either public transportation.
"Keep your eyes open at all times," said Felicia McCants, a security
guard at Howard University Plaza Towers. 'There are people who are looking for people who are afraid."
McCants used to ride the Metro late every night. Her survival tactic was
to stay around other people, she said.
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1999 _ l ectio11s
ALL School s an_d Colleges
are requ.ested to· su.bmit the
n_a.111es o f their respective
Local Election s Chairperso.11
to HUSA no later than_
TC>l>AY.
This in;forn.1ation ·was requested in the
Fall and should have been submitted
previousl y, however i f. it was not please
do so.
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STEVEN M. GRAY, Editor-in-Chief
BRIAN J. COX, Senior Editorial Editor
ROCHELL A. BISHOP, Managing Editor
KEENAN SUARES, Managing Editor

A Failure of Leadership
(Part II)
here have all the student committee members gone? At the most recent "town
meeting" concerning the proposed student code of conduct on Dec. 4, nearly half the students comprising the review committee simply weren't
there. But that's not to say that it wasn't probably
intended to end up that way. Scheduling a town meeting at 4 p.m. on a Friday, prime-time for students seeking a respite from gearing up for the rigor of finals
week, is a particularly byzantine method to ensure a
weak turnout. Advertisments for the event on! y went
up two days before the town meeting, and then in such
a limited quantity that none but the most eagle-eyed
student could spot them on the bulletin boards. The
university administration needs to show its responsibility to inform the student body about upcoming
events much more seriously if they wish to harbor any
hope ofus returning the favor. But the duplicity of the
administration aside, that fact alone doesn't absolve
student committee members from shirking their
responsibility to attend meetings of such importance.
We last wagged our editorial fingers at Howard's
General Assembly for much ti1e same offenseabysmal attendance-which resulted in its recieving
the dubious distinction of never reaching a quorum
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once (not once!) for the first half of the year.
A11d now comes news that the Board of Trustees has
quietly voted into existence a 2 percent increase in
tuition for the 1999-2000 school year for undergraduates (3 percent for all other programs).
For students who know all too well the struggle of
paying for school, another dime on top of the $8,750
currently demanded of them could be the straw that
broke the camel's back. Who is their advocate?
Certainly not absent student leaders. When both
Brett Allen, the Law School's representative to the
tuition review committee, and HUSA President Neville
Welch, failed to attend the December 1998 meeting of
the board of trustees, that body passed the tuition
increases in question.
Only when Howard delivers on its promises of university staples like data connections in every student
room, cable television and enhanced telephone services will we support any increases. And only when
our student leaders unhesitatingly confront the administration will we sing their praises.
We need strong voices in student government, no11,
Middling efforts at leadership will not convince an
apparently indifferent administration that we, the students, actually mean business.
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What's Really
Important
early one year after Monica S. Lewinsky's
face hit the front-pages of newspapers and
magazines around the globe, the leaders of
our nation have plunged themselves into an unfortunately historic debate over sexual morality and presidential behavior, all while forgetting about the issues
that matter most to most Americans: Health care,
education, and furthering the decrease in nationwide
crime rates. Last month, in a self-destructive battle of
partisan politics, the Republican-led House of Representatives voted to adopt four articles of impeachment
against President Clinton, marking the frrst time in 132
years that a president had been impeached.
This week, the Senate publicly displayed some sign
of bipartisan cooperation, and yesterday began the trial
that will decide whether William Jefferson Clinton will
be ousted from office.
Amid all the public rancor seething from Washington these days, the tangible issues of saving the nation's
crumbling public school systems; curbing escalating
rates of HIV infection, particularly among people of
color; and enhancing programs aimed at protecting the
environment have virtually fallen off the table of
importance. Little attention was given to the president's

approval last week of an initiative urging local leaders to work harder to preserve urban green space.
Besides the recent coverage of the National Basketball
Association's negotiations, and this week's announcement from Michael Jordan that he'll leave the sport that
he so helped shape, we've been overwhelmed by the
Washington nonsense.
Earlier this week, President Clinton, in his first statements about the impeachment and then-pending trial
since impeachment day, said that he's ignoring all the
controversy, and is ready to get back to the business
that the people elected him to do.
We think he's right.
While we cannot cast a blind eye and completely
ignore the trial now raging in the Senate, we cannot
afford to lose sight of the.fact that there are real issues
that deserve the swift attention of our leaders. The socalled leaders who waged a war based on partisan politics, all while abandoning the issues that matter to the
people who put them in office should beware. For
many House members, election time is right around
the corner.

How To WRITE Us
Dear Editor:
Although in the copy of the article Howard's
Gospel Choir is correctly named - in the photo
caption you list choir as the Howard University
Community Choir - which is a different choir. I
understand that Howard University has three
choirs: The Concert Choir, Gospel Choir and
Community Choir. Does the Hilltop know that?
While no one is perfect, and even though
major newspapers make some errors sometime,
this level of poor editing is embarrassing for
Howard
University students. Perhaps you need better
spell checking software. Regardless, please
improve in this regard.
As current students, you still have a mission
to uphold the image and quality that Howard
University stands for - and each issue of the
Hilltop is a part of Howard's permanent
record.
Please strive for perfection.
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THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper,;
encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the,
newspaper. THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed 1
directly to the Senior Editorial Editor in response to published:
articles. The HILLTOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit•
letters for space and literary style. All letters must be typed, signed:
and include a complete address and telephone number.
:
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of theI'
THE HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the•
opinion of Howard University, its Administration, individual
Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body.
:

'
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Please Address Letters to:
Senior Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
or via email at
thehilltop@hotmail.com

THE MISSION STATEMENT
Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is
the newspaper of record for the Howard University communil)!
Within its pages, our readers will witness objective reporting and
stories written from a uniquely African-American perspective at
the premiere historically Black university in the world. We
proudly continue a tradition of excellence, for our readers and
our destinguished legacy deserve nothing less.
J

Sincerely,

L
1

THE Hn,I:T'OP

Edward C. Jones

,,
STEVEN M. GRAY

Editor-in-Chief

On HBCU's,
No Conclusion

KEENAN SUARF.S

Managing Editor

Managing Editor •,
BRIAN

'

J. Cox

Senior Editorial Editor
Deputy Managing Editor ·

But even given these glaring holes in the way the
"study" was conducted, there is an even more annoying aspect to the situation: How does one determine
what school is best for African Americans as a whole?
This implies, rather strongly, that we are a monolithic race, that what is good for one of us is good for the
rest. But obviously, that is not the case. We are a diverse
and varied group with myriad interests, talents and
backgrounds. While some of us are suited for one envi'
ronment (be it a same-sex institution or one located in
a city as opposed to suburbia) others are suited for one
completely different.
But still, with all our differences in background, interest and talent, Howard University would be-is-No.
I for black students. No other HBCU offers as much
variety-in education, social life and people-as Hll.
And this non-scientific, non-professional "study"
doesn' t prove a darn thing.

"

ROCHELL A. BISHOP

RYAN RICHARDSON

hen Black Enterprise Magazine tried to
imitate magazines like US News and World
Report by putting out a list of schools that
they claim are the best colleges and universities for
black students to attend, they failed miserably to echo
the professionalism and accuracy exhibited by these
other magazines.
The "contest" was based on surveys sent to institutions' leaders (president, vice presidents, etc.) with the
instructions that they fill them out and rank the institutions on criteria like education, social life, etc. as far
as what a black student would like and return it to the
magazine (see story in Campus section for more
details). The problem inherent in such a process is that·
the leaders of the schools are, quite probably, biased
on behalf of the school for which they work. Added
to which, only 46.9 percent of the people the magazine asked to respond actually did. Which makes the
survey just that much more inaccurate.

.

0. TURNER
Campus Editor

APRILL

''The most potent weapon in the
hands of the oppressor is
the mind of the oppressed.''
--Steve Biko
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Count Your Blessings
ery recently. I was taught a valuable object
lesson: I do not and probably never will have
it as bad as some will.
In my continuing adventures as a college student, I
have tackled soporific classes, a lingering state of destitution, and frequent unemployment. One day, some
weeks ago, I felt a spark somewhere and decided to
hunt for a job-again. Before we begin, I won't mention the name of the place or any anything else about
it except t.bat I didn't get the job. Maybe it was na'ive
and presumptuous of me to expect this establishment
to want me to work for them. Maybe it was my own
arrogance. Maybe it was kismet and it was never
meant to be, but I went into the place looking for an
opening thinking that I could probably walk in and get ,
a gig.
l knew better to always ask the management.
"Excuse me, may I see a manager?"
This boy, who was scruffy, slight and white, gave a
quizzical look. "You want to see a manager?"
"Yes, please."
"I can't see him, do you want an application?"
So you could "shelve" it i11 your wastebasket? No.
"I' ll wait to see the manager."
He gave me another moment. "You want an application?"
.Really, it was only part of what I wanted, but I wanted no business with the underling at the counter. So
I carefully stressed my words so that he clearly got the
point. " I wall/ to see a manager, thank you."
Either this man was lead-dense or he really meant to
deter me from employment. "He's not ~ere, but we're
not hiring right now. If you come back in a couple
months we can review your application."
You 're actually stopping from me from my mo11e)\
thought in disbelief.

V

It was at this point in time that I barely caught my
fury ip time as pl!l,nned to lunge over the counter to
throule this little defenseless man. What didn't help
this man was the fact that he was white and I suspected
that he was defending his interests. I brushed him off
and spoke to a darker-skinned employee. She was more
compliant, suggesting to me that I come the next day
at noon to speak to someone who would aid me better. I promptly left and never came back.
Outside, I was blazing with anger'. The cruelty. I felt,
injJicted on me was that I was vastly 01,er-<Jualified
for such a job, and still I was officiously deterred from
even being in consideration for the interview. It was
a direct hit 10 my pride. I walked down the street intimating to myself on how could I have almost lost my
poise to nearly void this man on account of something
as superficial as money. My mind fleeting in anger, I
thought about how many other black people have gone
through tbc same r_ejection and what they did. Whatever they did, as desperate as it.could have been, they
did it because they felt they had no alternative.
The major truth is, I bad alternatives; the average
black does not. For a large part, blacks have to overcome gargantuan odds in society just to make par. I
remarked to a friend that incidentS like these create sufficient frustration to land us in places even more
familiar and real than colleges-prisons. Be it family breakdown, drugs, and other powerful psychosocial
stressors, the fact remains that we college students
should take advantage of what is given hereat school,
both materially and mentally.
The whole exercise of college is to subvert crime and
poverty in the future.
Kamal Shaw is a freshman print jouma/ism major
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Death and Indifference
n the year past, partisanship has become a growing part of our vocabular): Most Americans are
as quick to distinguish themselves as a Democrat or as a Republican as they are wont to breathe.
While most politicians proclaim that the two major parties are at two opposite ends of the political spectrum.
I have noticed some startling similarities between the
two.
Let's start with the liberal side: Democrats. They proclaim to be in pursui1 oflibcrty and justice for all. One
of the major Democratic issues is women's rights, the
reason why the party carries the banner for a woman's
right to choose an abortion. Behind the idea: besides
Roe 1t Hilde, because the woman has to carry 1hechild.
she's also the one who holds the right to terminate the
pregnancy.
On the other end of the spectrum, we have 1he
Republican party, which has chosen to support another issue of life and death--<:apital punishment. The
conservative argument on this issue is that capital punishment serves as a deterrent against violent crimes.
But however the party emphatically opposed abortion.
saying that it is sinful, murderous. and a waste of
human life and potential human resources. how can
people that harbor these beliefs support capital punishment?
Their belief system has proven itself self-con1ridictory.
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The Pain Of Loss
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is my 1hird holiday season ou1 of prison. er prisoner, but I've known prisoners to donate $1'10
Trash cans are overflowing wi1h Cbris1mas $20 to a fund for a poor child who needs expensive
1
•
wrappings. 1he children's new game se1s are surgery. In prison, the best gifts I ever received from
bleeping, and 1here is too much leftover eggnog prisoners were things like bars of soap, a brand new
, again. I wish my friends in prison could be free like pair of socks or a Snickers bar with a bag of coffee.
;1 me. Four of them sent me cards for the holidays. I
Allhough my habits now conform quite nicely with
don't know what to wrile in 1he cards I senl to them. the free world, I still wake up at 5 a.m. someti/nes
How could I scribble "Merry Chris1mas" or "Happy and remember one birthday in prison when I found
New Year," but thal 's wha1 they wrote 10 me and I a bag of Tong underneath my pillow while I was
don't want to throw their cards away. I don't want to preparing my bunk for sleep. Or the time when I gave
forget the people who sent the cards.
a money-less friend a $6 carton of generic cigarettes
In prison, the hol idays have all the stress usual to for Christmas and he acted like I'd given him a years
:,his time of the year, but almost none of 1he accom- supply of clean underwear.
lpanyingjoy. St. Thomas Aquinas said that the greatThe irony of Christmas goodwill in prison is that,
est punishment in hell would be the pain of loss. h's to limit e)\tortion. inmates are not allowed to
that sense of unchangeable loss that prisoners feel at exchange property, so giving something of value to
the end of the year. I used to go to sleep at 10 p.m. another inmate-like a pair of socks or bag of cofon New Year's Eve. No ceremony for me. I couldn't fee-is a violation that can be punished with the taksland the feeling of being left out.
ing away of good time credits. And while it i~ hard
Tensions are high during the holidays in prison. The for me to wish my friends in prison a happy this or
1long hot days of midsummer can.contribute more to
merry that, at holiday time, friends greet each other
the alchemy of violence. At year's end more prison- with the appropriate salutation.
.
ers use the phones. Some to share season's cheer with
I laughed 1he first time a friend wished me Happy
their children, others to check up on their women to New Year. I still had five years to serve. My friend
make sure they aren't partying too hard. Whatever the Jimmy was imprisoned more than 20 years when I
reason, more prisoners on the phones means more met him, but that never diminished his sense of
men learning that family and friends are having fun humor. In the morning he'd wake up, look in the miri9 their absence. So the telephone creates brooding ror and proclaim' out loud, "I can't wait for tomormen.
row because I get better looking everyday." I feel the
There are some highlights at holiday time. The pain of loss for not being with my imprisoned friends.
haplain generally distributes two free greeting .I hold in my hands their words of cheer and I realards, for Thanksgiving-Christmas-New Years, to iie that I can't find the words to match theirs.
apyone willing to go to the chapel and pick them up.
And dinner always added a touch of the season's spirJoe Loya, an associate editor at Pacific News Service,
lit: two green and red mints or a little plastic cup of spell/ seven years i11 federal prison 011 bank robbery
t~lted peanuts on the side. I never heard of one pris- charges and is writing an autobiography.
C:.ner donating money to the favorite charity of anoth·

'
f

Asha Moses is a junior political science major. She
ca11 be reached at amoses@hormail.com.

Dishonoring King's Legacy
ames Earl Ray, reputed assassin of Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., died last April 23d, and
the secrets he harbored-tales of a conspiracy to
murder the civil rights leader-probably died with him.
Neither the King family, nor 90 percent of the American public. according to a 1997 CBS poll, believe the
government's account of King's assassination. I don't
believe the governmem either, but I' II spare you the
gritty details of ballistics tests, time windows and yetto-be-opened FBI files. This is King·s time, and I persist in the possibly na'ive beLiefthatjustice will be done.
We shall overcome someday, right-o? In the interim,
we cast our eyes to King's legacy, whose greatness
remains impervious to any depth of conspiracy or shotgun blast. No one could besmirch Dr. King's image,
could they? Depends on who )'.OU ask, but efforts continue from the left and right to use Dr. King as a political football.
It is a rare person who achieves greatness in their
own lifetime. T hey instead meet their end with a
mixture of equal parts admiration and abhorrence,
with some ambivalence thrown in for good measure.
When the subject is Dr. King, who today would have
celebrated his seventieth birthday, well, it would surprise some that history has conferred upon his legacy a still-uneven gloss. Let us remember that many
Americans celebrated and popped the bubbly on the
fatefu l eve of his April 4, 1968 assassination. Others took to the streets in fiery riots that chokrd the
skies of our cities. Still others simply wept, and,
when they looked for their voice, it was nowhere to
be found.
In an effort 10 lay palms at his legacy. on the same
day Dr. King was laid into the earth, the New York State
legislate created the Urban Development Corporation.
Initially, its pnrpose was building low-income housing.
But in 1981, then-New York governor Mario Cuomo
(the supposedly great articulator of liberal causes)
changed the mission of the corporation entirely, using
its bond sales to fund a $7 billion-dollar prison build-
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The way I see it, both parties are choosing to allow
the law to dictate whether innocent people should be
allowed to live or die. In addition to that, each party's
attitude on both abortion and capital punishment are
contrary to the other. For Democrats, by giving a
woman "the right to choose," they are taking away the
right of the baby 10 live. While liberals proclaim liberty for all people, is it to be assumed that an unborn
child is not a person? And Republicans, who believe
that abortion is wrong. arc no better than the Democrats who choose to place the fate of the people in their
own hands. While conservatives believe that the chi ld
should haw a right to life, they are quick to support
capital punishment, which in essence does the same
thing as abortion-takes a human life. The views on
capital punishment and abortion by both parties are
indeed a paradox.
While these parties claim to be ex1rcme in their ideologies, they are ,·ery similar in the way that they view
life. death, and the innocents in the fray. Why is it that
in this day and age, the two parties claim to be more
unlike each other than they have ever been in the past,
while some of the most important issues harmonize.
I guess that neither party is completely right in what
they do, but after all, isn't that politics?

ing spree.
The irony of a public corporation, formed to honor
Dr. King. as the great financier of New York's prison
system isn't lost on me. But the travesties don't end
1here.
Look beyond the endless replay of the "I Have a
Dream" speech on the evening news, and the mockconciliation, the forced smiles and the roseate forecasts
for happy, happy, joy, joy race relations, and I see a
longer string of ironies. Foremost among them: Conservatives who, when they decided that affirmative
action had lived out its day, disingenously quoted
from King's speeches. Patrick Buchanan, et al friends
of Dr. King? Hmm.
The content of conservatives li ke Ward Coonerly's
character is made plain to see, as black and Latino
enrollment in the University of California system
continues its dramatic plummet. It's cowardice to put
words in the mouth of someone yet alive, how much
lower ranks such a pract ice for the dead?
Circle your wagons people, we must fight to preserve Dr. King's ideals and not let his name be taken
in vain. For bis end in living was to see justice done-economically as well as socially. A week before
he passed, King led 6,000 protesters on a march
through downtown Memphis in support of striking
sanitation workers. Organ izing a "poor people's
march" beaded up his agenda as he saw President
Johnson's promises of-a 'Great Society evaporate on
the blood-reddened rice patties of Vietnam. Stay
home from work on Monday, but not from the real
work-organizing, mentoring, coalition-building for
change-that cries out for personnel. Doing 1har
remains the best way to remember Dr. King, not just
dropping our heads and pausing for a moment of
silence.

Brian J. Cox is a sophomore political science major
and the editorial page editor.
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The Meantime
Experience
By B RANDI FORTE

L

iving in an apocalyptic world
that has no soul, s isters dress
their pain with abusive men,
drugs, food, materialism and depression. Continuing to crry the weight of
the world on our backs, I realize that
many young black women suffer from
what author lyanla Vanzant calls a
"meantime" experience-an experience where the sun comes out on occasions, and we as people allow life's
anxiety to get the best of us.
At one time in my life· I suffered from
the "meantime" experience. As a child
I never dealt w ith adversity, I j ust
cloaked it in materialism. I was the one
in my family who had no c hoice but to
succeed; in the eyes of others I didn't
have the time to make mistakes. What
bothered me the most about my childhood was my father, who never looked
beyond the petty flaws of his daughter,
but only saw that I was 15 pounds
overweight throughout high school,
and chat my breast size would never be
a
cup.
The irony was thac I excelled academically, and won numerous awards for
my acting and my poetry. I guess it
never mattered to him that I was a
jewel to my community, and that never
once did I get pregnant. Even when I
gOl accepted 10 Howard, he recommended that I should go to lhe neighborhood j unior college. His priority
was to buy a Mercedes and a house
overlooking Los Angeles.
I figured if I kept the figure my father
wanted me to have, I could hold onto
his love. Hell, I lost I 5 pounds and I
still wasn't Daddy's linle girl, he still
didn't care about who took my virginity, or what made me laugh, but I'm
sure he knew what made me cry: His
ego-tripping ways.
Now, 20 years later, I can honcs!ly say
that my father's opinion means nothing to me. As a matter of fact, I've
learned to live and lei go of my past.
I've learned that acknowledging my
pain is therapeutic, and going on with
my life in the midst of forgiveness is
what I needed to kill 10 years of
depression.
Now when I look into the mirror I see
a strong sister who doesn't need to be
validated by anyone but herself. Thus
my life goes on, and I must say that
adversity makes one stronger. Though
I remain in the meantime era in my life,
a ti,me when I'm growing as a young
woman, what is most important to me
is that I embrace life, the truth, and
endure the race, even until the very
end.

I'
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Brandi Forte is a j11nior broadcast jo11rnalism major from Los Angeles. First Person is a 1,:eekly column about issues affect•
ing the lives ofyoung people. The Hilltop
welcomes pieces from freelance writers. To

In Full
Howard Students Meet
Demand[0r Plus-Size Models
By Yt~u FALADF: and LAURA F ERNADES
Hilltop Staff Writers
A few years ago, plus size models were few and far between. Today, the fashion industry has finally come to realize that the ideal size 8 is a falsehood for mainstream America.
There arc now better reprcsentacions of larger size runway and print models. Toke for
example the success of Ford supermodel Emme. This 5 fool 11 inch nearly 200pounds
model bas graced the cover of numerous publications, along with being interviewed
on Oprah and 20/20. People magazine recently named her one of the "50 Most Beautiful People."
Solcil, this year's Homecoming fashion s how, was an excellent showcase of voluptuous models. 1l1e integrated sizes, colors and shapes of the models added depth and
variety to the runway s how.
"The body sizes of people here at Howard vary so much that it wouldn't be fair if
there was just skinny models," said Sabrina Coleman, who made her modeling debut

at this year's s how. Standing at about 5 feet 9 inches, her exotic look coupled w ith
her thick hips and thighs brought a sense of realism to show, according 10 fashion
show coordinator Aaron Paiste.
" I wanted to give representation of all the different looks on Howard's campus,'' said
Paiste. In support of the plus-size models, he added, "regardless of their size, stage
presence mattered most."
Another plus-size Homecoming model, Maria Monterio, exhibited all the poise of
any top super model. Adorned in everything from urban wear to lingerie, she strutled down the runway with cool confidence. Void of insecurities about her round
physique, she stated, "T knew I was chosen for my s ize and I auditioned just like every-

one else."
As America continues to gain weight, some fashion publications ha,oe helped to transform our whole outlook of what fashion is. Mode magazine is one of the str0nges1
publications and has established a name for itself by addressing the needs of the full
figured w91nan. In presenting attractive s ilhouettes on larger body frames, magazines sucli as Mode have helped plus size women realize their natural beauty.

music

swnbit, email a piece to

_thehilltop@hotmail.com_______________________,.,,......

Hill Captures 10 Grammy Nominations
l
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By J ASON T. SMtTII
Hilltop Staff\Vriter

It seems that Rhythm and Blues diva-in-themaking Lauryn Hill has a Joe to s ing about. Hill
recently captured IO Grammy award nominations for her first solo attempt "The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill."
H ill won nominations for the Album of the
Year, New Arcist of the Year, Best Female
Vocal and Rap Solo performance, 10 name just
a few.
Madonna, Shania 1\vain, Sheryl Crow and the
group Garbage, whose lead singer is Shirly
Manson, s hare nomi nations in the A lbum of
T he Year category with Hill.
If Hill wins on Feb. 24, it won't be her first
time walk ing to the s tage to receive the coveted miniature golden v ictorola. Whi le she was
with the Fugees, Hill shared 3 Grammys.
A lthough the actual Grammy Awards s how
w ill be held in Los Angeles Shrine audi torium,
the news of Hi ll 's nominations has drawn
acclaim from die-hard fans in the District.

"I chink $he's worthy of a ll those nom inations," said freshman DeKerry Davis. ''There
are so many different kinds of real life issues
on her CD. It comes with the thunder," he
said, adding that Hill's CD. is in his wallnnan.
Local music stores arc not expecting their
hip-hop or R&B sales to j ump to all time highs
because of che rccem release of the nomination
list, bu! s tore owne rs are optim istic.
"By her being nominated for IO Grammys, it
will probably sta.rt pushing her sales back up
again," said Kathy Mitchell , a manager at
Willie's music s tore on Georgia Ave.
Sti ll others sec the myriad nominations as a
validation of the Rhythm and Blues category.
Sophomore Toshara Thylor said, "the fact that
the Acade my recognized Hill and her talent
even th ough she was in the R&B cacegory
says to me that R&B is fi nally havi ng its d ay."
The 41st annual three hour show w ill a ir on
CBS on Feb. 24.
The eclectic mix of nominees includes former
President Jimmy Carter, Howard Un iversi ty
graduace Tooi Morrison, rapper Jay•Z, Aretha
Franklin and Kirk Frankli n.

·/

Lauryn Hill, tbe R&B di,n, rcceh'Cd 10 Grammy nomiru'ltlons.
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BY JASON T. SMITH
Hilltop Staff Writer

Artist: Jewel
Album: Spirit
Hilltop View: Validated
A true treasure is awaiting you on your next venture to the music store. Spirit, the much anticipated album
by Jewel, is a true semi-precious musical morsel that anyone could enjoy.
The album is truly a testament to the good-natured love that is present in all of us-oh yeah, did I mention
that it sounds good too? Well, it does. Unlike other female songbirds, this 19-year-old Alaskan does not come
off as an abrasive army-boot-wearing, pride-flag toting radical feminist. Instead, she allows the power of her
words to blow your mind while mellow-rhythmic ballads lull your soul into deep thought.
"Han~s," arguably the best song on the album, is already being touted as the mantra for grassroots social
activism because it eerily testifies to the desire to carry on despite a seemingly small position in the world or
temporary state of poverty. "Cause where theres a man who has no voice/There ours shall go singing/My hands
are small I know/But they 're not yours, they are my own, " she sings.
Jewel's is an album that would easily fit in with the likes of the '60s flower power movement. "Life Uncommon" is a virtual blast from the past as she beckons people to "lend your voices only to sounds offreedom/No

· longer lend your strength to that which you wish to be free from/Fill your lives with love and bravery/And you
shall lead a life uncommon .." Her mom, who doubles as Jewel's manager, probably takes most of the credit
for Jewel's quasi-folk music tone. The two share a soulful folklorish duet in the hidden track "This Little Bird."
But keep that box guitar under lock and key and don't start those bonfires and sit-ins just yet-this is also
music that's just plain cool to listen to while penning that love letter or writing that "what I did for winter vacation" essay. The music is smooth, palatable.
.
With powerful and inspiring tracks like "Kiss The Flame," "Down So Long," and "Innocence Maintained,"
it's a sure-fire bet that we will be hearing the voice of Jewel on the radios of America well into the summer.
Photo Courtesy of Atlantic Records

Jewel's album is a true semi-precious musical morsel that anyone could enjoy.
.... ... ....... ...... .... ... .... ....... .... .... . ... .... ........ ... .... .. .... ....... ......... ........ ... ........ .... ... ... ........ . ..... .......... .... ..... .. . .... .. . .. . .. ... .... ..... . ... . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . ... .. . . .......... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . ..... . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . ................. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .............. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... .. . . ..... ...... .. . .. . .. ... . .. . . .. . .. .. ....... ... ..... . ..... ... ....
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Upcoming
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Rap's Reigning King: Jay-Z

January 19

Human Being Seals its
Place in the Winner's Circle

BY DEBBIE DES'REE GUIRAND
Hilltop Staff Writer
Who's the best MC? Ask anyone
and the most popular response will be
Jay-Z. Rap reigns supreme with Jayz at its helm as the illest rhymer to
date. One of Brooklyn's finest. Shawn
Carter, also known as J ay-Z, is
already a veteran in the rap game with
just three LP releases.

Dominating ·93 with the successful
video movie release "Streets Is
Watching" followed by the film's
soundtrack with the same name,
nobody thought Jigga's skills could
be better defined. However, Rockefeller Records' creator silenced aJl
critics with the poly-platinum "Volume II ... Hard Knock Life."
This time around, Jay-Z showed
more confidence, yet his optimism
f~ll short of his debut "In My Lifel!me ... Volume I."
Along with the re-release of 1996's
critically acclaimed collectable "Reasonable Doubt," Jigga kept busy producing and writing for fellow labelmates. Having a well-deserved and
via_ble seat as the best MC, this ghost
writer extraordinaire has certainly
"led a life you can write a book on."
Mr. Jay-Z is what hip-hop legends
are made of. You heard me!

Sugar Ray
14: 59 (A take on
Warhol's 15 minutes of fame)

the other hand, has proven to be anything but
BY MIA SOMERSALL
shallow. During a promotional video for his
Hilltop Staff Writer
new album, Seal said that there is a four-year
Ani DiFranco
gap between his albums because he pushes
Up Up Up Up Up
Artist: Seal
himself to perfect his works before releasUp
Album: Hurnan Being
ing them. After listening to the amazing
Hilltop View: Validated
album, one would not argue about the effects
Lady Saw
of that strategy.
99 Ways
Well, it looks like Seal has done it again!
In the mellow song "Color," Seal's deep,
Four years after the British singer made a hit . engaging voice will have you entranced in
Silkk The Shocker off the single, "Kiss From a Rose," comes the word and the emotion. He expresses his
a new album that is quickly captivating fans
Made Man
personal feelings about the evils of prejudice
.:,fall musical genres.
through the song. Seal sings, delicately and
Whether the listeners are pop and mellow
with melancholy, "Color fades to gray/ I
music fans or those who simply yearn for a
drean, so excited/ but II I feel so blue."
January 26 different taste of music, the powerful, and Every song on the album is a winner, aside
thought-provoking, "Human Being" is for
from the finale, "Human Beings Reprise."
them.
The upbeat tune, which would make a betFun Lovin CrimiAnd yes, Seal's beautifully sculpted body
ter intro than outro, takes away from the dranals
is on the album cover once again in a
matic and lingering good-bye at the end of
100% Columbian provocative work of artist. Although not as the preceding song, "No Easy Way." The
powerful as the famous 1994 picture of his
misplacement of the reprise throws off the
muscular arms stretched and bald head
cohesiveness of the songs on the album.
A+
bowed, it will surely leave an impression on
In the captivating song, "When a Man is
Hempstead High
the viewer.
Wrong," Seal sings powerfully, "oh my
The majority of the songs on the album are friend/ son,etimes you get things ,vrong to get
DJS&S
about love, but Seal performs them in a way
things right." Overlooking "Human Beings
Harlem World
that is intrinsically different from anything
Reprise," Seal's new album is definitely in
'--' Order
done before. In the song, "Latest Craze,"
the right stage of the equation. The biggest
Photo Courtesy of Roe-A-Fella/Def Jam
Seal subtly steps on the toes of those who
mistake in this album is that it leaves the lisJay-Z, aka Shawn Carter, is the new king of hip-hop.
are secular and superficial. Seal's music, on
tener wanting more.

KID MANGA RULES THE WORLD

P. Kobina Yankah
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What Santa Forgot to Put Under the lree
How the Holiday Movies Were Rctecf,

I

BY J OHN-JOHN WILLIAMS [ V
Hilltop Staff Writer
While you were away, Jhe movies did play.
Check out if these movies made the grhde.

The Faculty

I

Rated: R
It was a match made in heaven. Director Robert Rodriguez (Desperado, From Dusk T ill Dawn)lnd writer
Kevin Williamson (Scream. J Know What You Did Last Summer, and Dawson's Creek) teamed upb create a
trend-setting concept. They mixed science fiction, horror, comedy. high school, and a little sex appal. Voila!
You have "1be Faculty."
1'
"The Faculty" will have generation Xer's across the country begging for more. With a brand new crp of teeny
bopper thespians including a bit role from R&B singing sensation Usher Raymond.
h
"The Faculty" is about a high school whose teachers are truly from another planet. It's up to a grvp of stu•
dents including Elijah Woods (The Good Son. Flipper), Jordana Brewster(As The World Turns), amfosh Hart1
nell (Halloween: H20). just to name a few, to try to stop the alien-infested faculty from spreading ad achieving world domination.
The Lowdown: The Invasion of the Body Snatchers/Aliens theme is old, but mixing it with frcsh1ew faces
equals a unique and successfu l product.

Stepmom

off-screen friends. In some scenes you really begin 10 believe Jhat they are actually at each others' throats.
"Stepmom" is right out of everyday life. Jackie (Sarandon) is a recently divorced mother w~o absolutely_ hat~s
her husband Luke's (Ed Harris) new and younger replacement Isabel (Roberts). Not only 1s Isabel lacking m
regards to her parenting.skills, but she is a bit of a scatterbrain. What naturally follows is a series of conflicts
and spats.
After the tragedy of Jackie finding out s he has cancer, all parties in Ibis non-traditional family come togeth•
er. (Don' t worry, I haven't ruined the movie for you.)
Lowdown: The movie is a little sappy at times. but it is still a fine movie effort. Sarandon and Roberts shine.
A definite must see.

Varsity Blues
Rated: R
You've seen the trailers on MTV. You know the one where the boy is talking to himself while doing pushups
in the locker room.after football practice? No. Then you probably know the main c haracter in the movie. You
probably know him as Dawson Leary, the Spielberg wanna-be dreamer who is torn between two lovers in the
hit WB show "Dawson's Creek," but James Van Der Beek proves that he can be convincing as a high school
back-up quarterback.
.
"Varsity Blues" takes place in a small town in Toxas. It offers little for teenagers in the form of entertainment.
Football, sex, parties, and mischief are the main pastimes. What follows is a series of scenes that arc both dramatic, humorous and real.
lt is reported that the actors actually went Jhrough intensive football training to prepare for their roles. The
training paid off-they are convincing in their portrayal of high school football athletes.
I won't reveal too much of the plot. but I will tell you that the climax of the movie comes down to the allimportant football game. (Very revealing.) Basically, Jhe movie is about a team that has a complete jerk for a
coach. They must band together to fully appreciate the true value of teamwork.
"Varsity Blues" is great, it has a kick-ass sound track (hint: MTV Productions), and some really good acting.
A definite must see.
The Lowdown: The movie is basically ''Threakfast Club" meets The Program. Played-out themes are blended together for a surprisingly successful product.

Rated: R
Julia Roberts and Susan Sarandon team up for a cinematic masterpiece. Besides co-starring in the 10vie, the
two produced the movie as well.
The chemistry between the two is unparalleled. It's hard to imagine that Roberts and Sarandon a: actually
................................................................................., .....,.,.................................................................................... ·····················•·•·••··•• .................., ....................................................................................... ··················································································••·········•··••·•······ ..·..········...........................

The 411:The Hilltops Wetkly Calendar
Exhibitions
(listings now showing unless otherwise noted)
Figuratively speaking: A group show of paintings, woodcuts and photography at Gallery 505. Call (202) 785-3 151.
New Acquisitions: Gifts from the Lawrence Gussman Collection at the
National Museum of African Art.
Behind the Himalayas: Paintings of Mustang will be featured in the
Smithsonian's Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, I050 Independence Ave .. SW.
An American Century of Photography: From Dry-Plate to Digital.
selections from the Hallmark Photographic Collection will be featured in
The Phillips Collection of Washington, D.C. beginning on Jan. 23. Call
(202) 387-2151

Concerts
Jan. 14- 16: Violinist Victoria Mullova with the National Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Leonard Slatkin at the Kennedy Center. Call (202)
833- 9800.
J an.16: Jason Hwang and the Far East Side Band will perform their form

of new Asian sound at 730 p.m. in the Freer Gallery of Art, Jefferson
Drive and 12th St .. SW. l:ee.
J an. 17: Washington Pe."orming Arts Society Men and Women of the
Gospel Mass Choir with LtShun Pace, The Ministers of Music and Singing
Ministers at the Kenned)Center Concert Hall. Tickets range from $1540. Call (202) 833- 9800
J an. 23: Cellist Yo-Yo M. composer Bright Sheng and pipa player Wu
Man demonstrate and dicuss the incorporation of folk and traditional
music into contcmporaryNorks at I p.m. in the Freer Gallery of Art. Jefferson Dr. and 12th St., Sv. Free.

On Stage
Now through Jan. 30: Adtur Miller's The Crucible at the Kennedy Center.
1bn.ight through Feb. 21 ::lare Boothe Ruce·s The Women at Arena Stage
on Jhe Fichandler Stage, IOI 6th St., NW. Tic kets range from $24 to 45
with discounts available fcstudents, groups, persons with disabilities and
senior citizens. Call (202)188-3300.
Oct. IO through Feb. 14: musical classic Show Bo;u at the Mechanic Theater in Baltimore.
·

Festivals
The Fifth Annual Top Dance Festival begins today and lasts through Sunday at Dance Place. 3225 8th St., NE. The cost is $ I 5 for adults, $12 for
studeots, seniors and artists. $5 for children. The festival will feature Step
Aside, Thpestry, Tappers with Attitude and Taps & Company. For more
information call (202) 269-1600.

Dance

I

Moiseyev Dance Company will be at the Kennedy Center Concert Hall
on J~n. 24 at 7 p.m. Tickets range from $35 to 55. Call (202) 833-9800.

Lectures
William Kloss, an independent scholar of contemporary art. addresses
"Roy Lichtenstein. lmage Duplicator" on Jan. 28. 6:30 p.m. in the Freer
Gallery of Art. Free. For more information call (202) 357-2700.
The 411 is a sra1u/i11g cal1111111 ;,, the TEMPO section. It is campiled by
Hilltop Staff\Vriters. 1b i11c/11de your lisri11g please send i11fomwtio11 well
i11 adva11ce u, The Hilltop. Arm.: Calendar Li.fli11gs, 2251 Sherman A,·e..
N. H(. 11~.rr Towers. DC 20001.

read about ii.
the hilltop.

the best way to stan
your Friday.

Gallery
...Needs Writers, Graphic Artists, Photographers, etc. to Contribute to the Hilltop's Visual
and
Literary Art Page.
Submit all work to Amen*; Call 806.6866 for Info
*Submissions are due the Friday preceding the next publication

hilltop.howard.edu
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Men's Basketball T~am Wins Semester's First
Over Maryland-Ea$tern Shore
BY KIMOTHY K. BROWN

Hilltop Staff Writer
Behind the stellar play of senior guard/forward Melvin
Watson, Howard University Bison captured its frrst win of
the season when they defeated the University ofMarylandEastern Shore Hawks 63-60 on Saturday in Burr Gymna•
s1um.

The Bison entered the MEAC (Mid Eastern Athletic
Conference) match-up winless at 0-12, dropping an 8669 decision to Hampton the previous home game. The
Hawks also suffered a close defeat at the hands of
Bethune-Cookman in overtime, 57-53. The two teams
I j
split last year's meeting with Howard winning 77-68 at
home and UMES 79-77 in overtime awqy. The Bison lead
' the overall series 4 3-31.
The first half got off to a shaky start for Howard. The
Bison's inability to make shots allowed the Hawks to take
an early 5-0 lead. However,junior forward Jermaine "Big
Dog" Holliway and Watson made key jumpers to tie the
game at five. Sophomore point guard Ali Abdullah also
contributed by creating great plays and making spectacular moves, aiding in the scoring surge. Watson was
also a factor, scoring on numerous crucial jumpers. The
Bison were able to control the pace by trading baskets
with the Hawks for a while. However, Maryland-Eastern Shore was able to connect on several key baskets of
their own towards the end of the half, resulting in a 3531 lead at halftime. The fireworks in the first half,
(back-and-forth scoring, along with a near fist fight), was
a sign of things to come in the second half.
The half was late getting started due to a power outage
in Burr, but that did not mean the two teams were out of
"It pissed me off. No one wants to here about how energy Maryland-Eastern Shore outscored Howard 8-4
much money they get. No one cares anymore. It's to take a 43-35 lead. However, the Bison came back again
pushing people to other sports."
and eventually tied the contest when junior guard
-Jarvis George, senior public relations major.
Bakari Adams hit a three-point shot to tie the game at_
43 with 13:13 remaining. The game continued on as a
see-saw battle until the Bison began to pull away just a
little. After Howard took a 52-50 lead, reserve junior
guard Antonio Michell connected on a three to supply
the Bison with a 55-50 lead late in the game. The Hawks
answered by pulling within three points with less than
a minute left. At this point, the game was up in the air
with the Bison leading 6 I -60. Abdullah was on the
receiving end of a critical 5 second call with 29 seconds
remaining, turning the ball over to the visiting Hawks.
Nevertheless, the Hawks failed to capitalize, giving the
ball back to the Bison and later fouling Watson. Watson
hit both of his free throws to extend Howard's lead to 6360 with 17 seconds left. Maryland-Eastern Shore had one
last shot to tie the game and send it into overtime, but
they did not succeed as the buzzer sounded, giving the
men their first victory of the season. Now, with its first
victory, the team has a little momentum for the rest of
the season.
Head coach Kirk Saulny was understandably pleased
"It taught a lesson. When the players weren't able
to play and get paid, kids saw that they needed an , with his team's winning effort.
"I couldn't be happier for the players, who worked l;,ard
education to fall back on."
-Roshadnda Heath, sophomore political science ' and stuck together," said Saulny. "They're mentally
tough and smart. They're what HU is all about."
ma;or
Saulny also cited the team's ability to maintain its comPhoto by Mark Coleman
posure under very difficult circumstances.
Melvin Wa~, a Bison guard, was the leading scorer vs. Maryland~Eastem Shore Saturday with 20 points.
"We were down in numbers tonight due to a few of our
20points, ~ch aided tremendously inHoward'sfrrstwin.
along with 10 assists, Holliway with 16 points, and
players being absent due to family emergencies, but we
"The mo~ey is now off our [coaches and players']
Michell with 9 points.
•
were able to control the tempo throughout," added Saulny. backs, we µt together a complete game," said Watson.
Next up, the Bison will play at North
Watson was the leading scorer on the team with a total of
Other ke)Players were Abdullah, who added 9 points
Carolina A&T tomorrow.

Compiled by John John Williams

Question

-

What were your views on
the NBA lockout?

'

Lady Bison Clip Ettstern-Shore's

Enobakhare said. "We had to take it to
them."
The last 10 minutes of the first half was
dominated by the Lady Bison.
At the 2: 10 mark, Howard guard Kimberly Ford stole the ball from a Lady
Hawk and started a fast break that
resulted in an over the shoulder nolook assist to a trailing Carter. Someone
in the crowd shouted "That's a Dawn
Staley [WNBA player] pass!" as the
crowd cheered.
Mona-Gail Baker, a Bison forward,
was fouled as she made a tough shot
from underneath the basket at the 1
minute mark.
A few seconds later, Eastern Shore
reserve Dana Spriggs matched Baker's
accomplishment to cut the Howard lead
to 33-25 at the half.
Once again, the Lady Bison played
some of their best basketball in the last I0
minutes of the second half.
At the 5:00 and 5:30 marks, Ford had
her own mini-run and scored two consecutive tough shots.
A few seconds later, Washington scored
2 of her 11 total points off a line drive
jumper to extend Howard's lead to 5646.
Enobakhare sealed the win with a turnaround jump shot at the 2: 13 mark. The
lady Hawks were unable to recover.

BY JOHN JOHN WILLIAMS IV

Hilltop Staff Writer

"The season dosen't get good until the end anyway.
There are going to be sloppy players."
-Aaron W. Thompson, sophomore electrical engi.
.
neerzng ntaJor.

"I'm glad. I'm estatic. I wish they would have
handled it earlier. The solution seemed easy for
all that drama."
-Renee' Huggins, sophomore sociology major.

I

It wasn't pretty, but the Howard University women's basketball team was able
to defeat the current MEAC division leaders, the University of Maryland-Eastern
Shore, 63-53 in front of a sparse crowd
of 526.
The Lady Bison (6-7, 3-2) were able to
win despite committing 32 turnovers and
shooting 34. 9 percent from the field. The
good news for the Lady Bison was that
the Lady Hawks shot only 30 percent
from the field and gave up the same number of turnovers.
There were several bright spots for the
Lady Bison. Freshmen Yetta Enobakhare
and Courtney Kirk boasted a combined
25 points and 16 rebounds.
Enobakhare, who finished the night
with 14 points and grabbed 12 rebounds,
felt that the key to the victory was composure.
"We stayed focused," Enobal-.hare said
after the game. "We played composed."
Sophomore point guard Chanel Washington agreed. "Down the stretch we
didn't crumble."
Maryland-Eastern Shore kept the first
half close thanks to guard Nicole Council. Council navigated her way through
the Lady Bison's defense and was able to
make Jordanesque shots, including a
floating finger roll lay-up at the 12:30
mark.
"They were bringing it to us,"

i

ings 63-53

Photo by Mark Coleman
Regan Carter, a Bison guard, Ws a spark to the team in one of her first games back after an injury.
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IN MANY COMPAN IES IT TAKES YEARS
To PROVE You CAN LEAD...

CASH IN
ONGOODG ES.
If you're a freshman or

ships pay tuition, most
sophomore with good books and fees, plus $150
grades, apply r.ow for a per school month. They also
three-year or two-year pay off with leadership
scholarship. From Army
experience and officer
ROTC.
~~DE!§i-lii credentials impressive
Army ROTC scholarto future employers.

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
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ARMY ROTC
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THE SMARTEST OOLil:GE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Marines

For details, visit Douglas Hall. Sbcth Street N.W.
or caJJ 806-6784

Thr FrM. Tb<' Pm11d.
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JOSEPH HAIR & NAIL SALON
2620 Georgia Ave., N. W
Wash. DC 20001
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Howard University General Assembly
Elections petitions and campaigning
packets available in the HUSA office
starting Friday, January _15, 1999.

' ✓

NEW CLIENTS
ONLY
Ask for

, cuJ~,)
'- -

Attention ALL Students:

202-319-7086

Joseph's has on staff a natural hair
braiding stylist. Specializes in hair
locks for men and women, individuals,
Senegalese Twists, corn screw, micro
braids, weaves, Bob braids, corn rows,
French lacing, invisible braids,
Casamas braids, Goddess.

$10 DISCOUNT W/ TIDS AD

Any validated student in good academic standing (2. 0
GPA for HUSA candidates and 2.5 GPA US citizens
only for Trustee candidates), who wishes to run for
either HUSA President and Vice President or either
Undergraduate or Graduate Trustee, please obtain the
petitions from the HUSA Office, Blackbum Rm. 102.
The full packet is due back tothe GAEC no later than February 1, 1999 with no
exceptions.
.

.

Each HUSA Slate is required to obtain the signatures of at least 600 validated Howard
ftudents.
Trustee candidates are required to receive for:
Undergraduate Trustee
GraduateTrustee

200 signatures
I00 signatures

Any questions, please forward them to HUSA at 806-7007.
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Sports Commentary

~

••

LOng Season's DelayHas Many Effects

•
•

•

NBA Lockout Resolved
'

BV K AMAt'sRAW

Hilltop Stalr'Writer

'
The NBA filayers Association voted last week, 1795, in favor of salvaging the remainder of the 1998-99
season. Su!,sequently, there are plans in the works for
an altered r,Iayoff schedule. Now, the American public (and I) ca:rt collectively exhale. Our winter pastime
bas been spared the silver bullet created by David
Stern's ultimatum. We can all look forward to sitting
for hours at a stretch to watch young millionaires play
a children's 'game. We can all look forward to more
teenage atfilttes failing to dislodge themselves from
the bench, t\•en during "garbage time." We can all
look forward to scores of basketball commercials
advertising~hoes manufactured by people making a
literal fraclibn of our minimum wage. Yes, I cannot
wait. I cari feel my bowels loosening in raw excitement.
,•
1
If you're _some kind of basketball player, don't take
that perso~ll}t Please forgive my attempt at being sardonic, funniand ultimately right. At present, I am not
optimistic ~!)out this season. For nearly all intents and
purposes, t_l)lf season has been effectively ruined for
the fans, tht,players, and finally for the deep purses
of the team <l\llners. The remaining season is basically
a last-ditcH,;ifrempt to recoup colossal losses in revenue and tg:{iay off creditors like Nike, NBC, and the
numerous eoilorsees of many NBA players.
I'm one (6~believe that now the overall play of the
typical NBA game will be rendered subpar for a few
reasons. One, is the sloppiness and unfinesscd play fostered by a c(lndensed, more urgent season. The other
is the lack of off-season conditioning.
Normally1~n a longer season, there are noticeable
moroentum,sbifts in winning percentage. A team can
either reverse or increase forwardly to conceivably
make the wiyoffs. Now, that has been totally eliminated froJh. the equation. In this quasi-season,
whichever teams have the fastest starts also have the
best finishes. It is almost common knowledge that
some flaslL~-the-pan team every year starts off with
something ludicrous like a 16-0 win-loss record and
finish the season having earned high draft picks or
least a win,percentage hovering around .500. We can

interpolate the situation with the L.A. Clippers.
Given, they're all excellent athletes, able to jump over
six-foot-me, drill the pill from downtown, J whoever at will, and embarrass roost playground legends on
sheer technique. But do we take them seriously? Can
we name all five of their starters? ls the last lime they
were on national television playing competitively a
trivia question? No, no, and yes. Every year, I would
have signed the death certificate for their season
before half-time of their first game. Nonetheless,
they actually stand a snowball's chance in hell and
some of the best teams may not.
I wonder how conscientious and faithful were these
athletes in their forcibly-extended off-season? Did
they perform their "suicides" and their shooting drills
in the solace of their personal gyms? For the most part,
I think they tried. Without the benefits of a controlled
exercise regimen, without the disciplining necessary
for endurance, strength. quickness, and trimness, we
should see some very disturbing trends. Perennially,
there are scattered stories of star players arriving to
training camps out of shape, especially those small
and power forwards. So I would expect Charles
Barkley 10 be gasping for oxygen in tire middle of the
first quarter. In addition, there will be a rash of
injuries to players acclimating to playing every game
at playoff intensity or better.
'learns would have to draw upon the resources of
inexperienced, untested players like Korleone Young,
men whose lives depended on the draft. Young had 10
do a "rags-to-rags" story on 20120 of how he was
going broke trying to be a superstar.
So, we return to the abstract. An unforeseen effect
of the delay in play is the intangible of a team's eJprit
de corps. 'learns that are successful tend 10 gel at given
times in the season. That gelling dynamic will be obviated by the pressures of making the playoffs, so
arrhythmic play is 10 be expected, and will drive
coaches to seizures.
That·s all good though. In a few weeks, I will watch
God Sharnmgod of the Washington Wizards. a mere
mortal who earns the league's mi nimum wage:
nonetheless, a god coming off the bench for an ungodly team who by the grace of God could ever advance
past the first round of the Eastern Conference playoffs.
God willing.
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PhotoOOtlrtesy of ESPN Magazine
At a recent benefit of lacked-out NllA stars, a much heavier Sha1m Kemp challenges Vin Baker. See what a long lll)OIT can do?
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The Year in Review in Sports

ATTENTION!
HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

•;
8¥ Jo1111Jom1 '.¥tbll.-.MS
Hilltop Staffwriter
~
1998 wa$ .!'historic year in sports. We witnessed
the death Qf a track diva along with the retirement
and the resignation of two basketball stars. One did
his work on the floor. One did his from the bench.
1998 also
the reinstatement of a boxer with quite
a "hunger" io fight.
There was·Iots of controversy involving basketball
leagues. fntlle battle of the two women's leagues we
saw that money beat out talent. And in the men's
<
league, we,saw that greed beat out greed. From
Sammy Sq~ versus Mark McGwire to Superbowl
XXXII, hei't- are my favorite sports moments and
views of th~year.

,•

•

••
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Please Attend
.

SELF-STUDY TOWN MEETING

'

.•

•

•

I. Florenfe Griffith Joyner Dies- She was so
young, so betl;utiful. She had style, grace, and speed.
"Flo Jo", a.s !Ille was affectionately called by her fans
around the world, revolutionized the track and field
world. Hee world records have been untouched for
ten years.
world will miss her.

WHEN: Wednesday, January 20, 1999

tiJe

TIME:

2. Michaet:Jordan Retires- It was the sixth game
of the 1998 l)IBA World Championship and he had
the ball in his hands in the final seconds of the game.
He executedll killer crossover and shot the jump shot. ·
It went in. The Bulls won. His Airness had done it
again. Jordao, arguably the best player to ever play
the game, 't!J~ more for the game of basketball than
I have roolnifor. Basketball will never be the same.

4. NBA ~out- Rich White men said jump. Rich
Black Men sjid how higb. Any questions?

5. Mike ~ n Reinstated- Say what you want.
The ear bit~t1; bound to make a fleeting sport great
again.
.,.',t":bit·

•j

'

~
•

•.

PLACE: School of Business Auditorium

I

3. John ~pson Resigns- For years he was the
marquee nilltie when mentioning Black coaches. He
made Geoq,'1\town the "Pearl of the East." He recruit•
ed boys a~ ,graduated men. Ewing, Mourning,
Mutumbo, lyerson. He coached them all to glory and
prosperity,,(. can't wait to see where he coaches
when he rcllarns.

7:00 p.m.

Pholo Courtesy or Rnp Pages
Flon:nu Griffith Joyner, a track star diva, wllJ be greaUy
nlffi<CL

white America like Black America? Lf the civil
rights movement or the countless people who died
in the struggle couldn't achieve this, than how
could a man who took a steroid that is banned in most
professional sports do it?
8. The Tole of 1\vo Leagues- The American Basketball League (ABL) had tl1e players. The WNBA
had the money. Money won; but the players lost. It
will be enjoyable 10 see all the women get a chance
to play together. Watch out players of the WNBA!
Your positions are in jeopardy. The women of the
ABL can play!

6. Tonn~
Lady Vols Win Third Consecutive
Nationa!mpionshlp- Coached by arguably the
greatest
n·s basketball coach (Pat Summit), and ·
in my opinio · the greatest collegiate player to ever
9. Denver wins Super Bowl XXXII- This was big
pick up thejpck (Chamique Holdsclaw). The Lady news., but•when the Broncos win this year's Super
Vols did sllOl'ething that no other team has done. Bowl again, it will be even bigger.
They went ~?·O.
• .J
10. Redskins Sold For Record $800 million- Is a
7. Mark McGwire,Sammy Sosa and the race for team with its record, its coach, and its name worth
62- It brouwi! the whole nation together. (Gei real)! that much?
How coul<f~'
., .white man hitting 70 homeruns make

PURPOSE: To provide comments and reactions to the draft Self-Study Report
Prepared for Middle States Accreditation Visit, March 14-17, 1999

*********************************************************
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Copies. o,fthe draft Self-Study Report are available.for review in:

••
•'•

• All Branches of the Howard University Library
• Offices of the Deans of all schools and colleges
• Office of the Dean of Student Life and Activities
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President H. ~atrick Swygert
and the entire Howard University Community

Congratulate the
'
Howard University M:en's Soccer Team
on its second consecutive
:Mid-Continent Conference Championship
November 1.4, l.998, at Valp~aiso, Indiana
•

Congratulations are extended to

Head Coach Keith Tucker
· and all of his sta:ff. including

Assistant Coach Curtis Landy.
We commend each of the very talented members of the team, especially
A

Greg Simmonds, the tournament's
M:ost Valuable Player.

Congratulations, also, to the Director and all members of
the Department of Intercollegiate Athletics
including trainers, volunteers, equipment staff, support staff and other coaches!
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IDLLffOPICS
FREE DENTAL, EYECARE and PRESCRlP•
TION Plan whlle earning unlimited thou•
sands weekly, Plus AddlUonal (OownUno
Income For Life) as an Independent Broker (No Llscence Required.) For the #1
Discount Health Plan In America. Call
Today for your Unanclal Freedom (301}
83&-7031101444 "Capltollsm at tts llnest.

All HILLTOPICS are due, paid in full
, the Monday before publication.
Announcements by campus organi•
zations for meetings, seminars or
non-profit are charged as indiviuals.
lndiviuals advertising for the purpose of announcing a service, buying or seliing are charged $5 for the
first 20 words and $1 for every
additional five words.Local companies are charged $10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 1Oword and a $1 for every
additional five words.

·Mad Scientist!~ needed to lead fun &eienoes
actM1les for kids In elem schOOls. Must have
""""'· wor1dng wflh up to 25 kids. Need Cail
lnterost In science or education helpful. Must
bo available weelday artemQOf'IS. Training
Provid<ld. PT oppty. $25-3511 hr program
301.924.6787.
Ne-ed Cash? $400. 10 $2400 Eam Immediate
Income Paid next Week Work From your
dorm home, or meeting sl1e 8 to 10 hrs a
weGk Searching Only for serious Minded Per•
sons II you need 10 Financially Supplement
your tuition or cost of IMng If you oon·1want
to worry month after month about your caSh
flo while you are trying to study Can 202.
310,4762 or for an Immediate rosponse Call
202. 290.0215

In ... name of Allah, Tho llenellcen~ lht Me<C~IA
"Slop.._ KlllingOrlll/Sltp Compolitlon" Tho PJ1nc:ce
Goo,ge's Sl\Jdy under lh• leadorship Md guidance
ol ... Honorablt Mln1$1er Louis Farralchan wlll hOSI
on January 18, 1999 Ma/tin Lu11>tr KJng Jr. 811111•
day al lho Prine,, George's Eques1rlan, 14900
Pennsyt.,anla Avenue, Uppe< Meribo<o, MO. Ad:$5
t2-5pm All are wlloome 301.32A.9794

S1500 weekJy potentlaJ mailing our cltCulars..
No experience required. Free information
packet. C,,11202.452.5940

Use your ll<llls In the Cowr Contest tor 11,e 7th

Annual Women to Wom•n Conference program
book. The dtsgln that dlsplsy tho theme • SI ►
tor, Le1's 'Folk: Envisioning Our Dram,, Achieving Our ~ • " wlll be ftt1urod on Ihle yeer'a
program books and lM artlet w1n redeve • $50
ctlh prat. All dHlgnsthould be 8112X 11 , and
IUl>mlttod to Ari. & Sclencet Student COU11CII
Ofllco with your nomo and phone numt,e, by
Fel>ruery 1, 1999

FREE RECHARGABLE PHONE CARDS
Only 1908nts/ minuets nationwide!! Great
lntemational rates!! Send SASE. Steven
Whitehurst, P.O. 8"" 1094 Dept, HT Ootton,
IL 60419
Cap City Negro Leagoo Collection WOrtds
Freshest Baseball Caps202.72201.
t 800223Tajo

Spollighl Mtg loday Channel 32 WHUT TV 6:00pm
Across from the Annex
Come visit the website of ooe of Howard Universi•
ty"s very own ar. http://aaronsplaee..ewwm,oom
This site has new music. chat, and member profiles, I guarantee that you will like It.
Oown South Boys Productions is looklng tor peo,. •
pie to dlsserm,ate flyers for Southwest Riders Ball

for info call 319.3565.
Lose weight beto<e Spring Break. 00 h the natural
way using Hert:ialife Products. Call 202.234.6025
for more Ink> details now.
Down South Soys Productions Southwest Riders
Ball Feb. 7, 1998The Bank
Where Oa'Hot Girls AL..•

Where Oa' Hot Boy At....
At lhe 2nd Annual Phi Sigma Phi
Pre-Valentine Auction Feb. 3 i"I BLK•Baltroom

FOR RENT
~,a~\:'i\<l,P,f.ms av.~le CHAC Wlp,
11

r.~•••r~:21;'s°M,~m"~~~

Studet\ls Faculty Staff Top Prices Paid For

t'>lr.rrl..~:idr%r'lr.Ja~i-?.·~~r1'\1~

~~.bl':JIY9.~~5' Central AC, Carpet
FOR SALE
Howard University Area. Furnished room
for rent. Washer/Dryer, shared kitchen
and Bath. Rent $300 per month plus 1/4
utllilles Call 202.544.3246 202,515,6270

Apt. for rent 2 Rms Kitchen+ Bath Walk•
Ing distance to HU $500.00 + Ulllltles.
Bedroom furnished or unlumlshed

NIie Valley Solutions (www.nllevalley.net)
Is currently rec:rultlng history and afrlcan
studies maJors to participate In several
progressive projects In volvlng th&-devel•
opment ol On--LJne Resources. II you are
eager to epply your Ideas, knowle,geJ and
energy toward the o of tho Afrlcan--emerl•
can community via the lnto,net. send
email @ lnfO@nllevalley.net

Low Cost Self Defense classes for
womenl The DC Rape Crisis Center and
tho Empower Program will offer a four
session self defense class starting Fob
2nd. Sliding scale fee. Ctssses wlll be
hokf Toesday.s and Thursdays from 7.
10pm In Takoma Park, two blocks from
tho metro. Free parking provided. Call
202••232.0789 to register.
sales reps to solloit advertising for DC
Community newspaper. If you are self,
motivated Cell Kathy @ 202,635-6397
Advertising Sales: Comm1ssk>ned s.ale·s
reps to sollcU adver tising for DC Comm11nity newspaper. tf you are self-motivated
. C,,11 Kathy @ 202.635-6397
Resumes, Resumes-10 f ree Coples The
Copy Writers Group Speclal Offer starting
$25 Includes writing/layout Assistance
100% Bond Paper 10coples: Total 20Call
Today 581-0689,

MM'or"fflM:W\tJ:/~,o/ffli'ml~M•
House to share One furnished bedroom·1/2 blk to
campus. Keyed d00< locks. Ind tel MneS$385
utiflyles Paid by owners call Mrs Thomas
301.4642931
Etf. for rent;350+ cooking gas and electrlcj
cable ready bldg. with laundry room; walk to
green llne; 5th and Rhode Island NW; Short
lease evaUablo; 2021 986-5489
House or rooms 4ront 4brms, 2BA~Oen, W/WJ
W/0, Harvard and Georgia Ave Ar&& $950, $250$300 Pleaso call 301.505.2668 or 202.592.7902.

-to"""'9, - • - Univ. cteen,
Brlgh~ Profnslonal Almosphore. S300$380/mo Call 202.797.1199

Aro you created, enefgetlc, end reliable?
Yes, then Spotllgtit Is looking for you.
Join ou:r PA team. Call 387-4574 for fur•
ther Info
HU Students I have a 4 bedroom house
on 1st NW each room rents for $400
except 1 of tltt'J rooms have an bathroom
and that rents for $423 all rooms arc ft1lly
furnished and uUlltles are Included.
Holper Wanted• 1 day e week to help with
various: light home malntalnce tosk. Good
Pay, Flex hrs. Csll 202.797.1199
UMAC & World Black Beach Spring Bfeak
Inc. presents••cardlo Kfckboxlng/Body
Tuning Fltnes-s Class Monday Thru Thurs•
day 7•9:30Pm @ UMAC studio 7616 Geor·
gia Avenue starting In November. $49
Intro special limited spaces mu.st enroll
Todayll Call Juan 2.3$7.8622
Justice Federal Credit Union seeks high•
ly motivated Individuals w/ eash handling
sexperloonco In banking/RetaII to work
with In downtown DC branohes. Crosssefllng/customer service skills necessary.

:Aor~ l ~ ~ lilt ~ h~'?.lBuslT,~lll\i!'·

f'-~~fhstreenra,~~; ~~'fS'sb-:s1ncrarrstr

fm•~~rottrwft~C!,'8.~J~~
roqu,~ f f l~~
- epo<i' rorere ws
i;isi,sejqi'~~l St OOO+util 2 t 16 N°:"Caoltol St. NW

~g':3~f.~.~ c W/cf earpe1 Metro, Olfslreet park•

~1,fW /enJ2 caroeL Freo Cab!aWaSher and ...
!!'a"~3/J/""S
•nclootld can Ronnie Thomas 2oi-.

~ i ~"Ull,"l,'J,~~~aft.W.,locks

1l!j

National oonservation organization seeks
hJghly qualified pl'OtesSionaJ to manage it's
field and national programs. 1O+ years lead•
ershlp in non-prorrt actvocacy, organization
management, and program related fundrals•
ing desited. Demosareted ability 10 motivate
and mange a diverse staff of 25.30 withtn a
team $tructure is critical. Advanced deg.tees
tl'l law. policy or management desired, but not
required. Send resume' and Interest s1a1&ment 10 RTCMuman Resources, 1100 11s1..
NW, Washington, DC 20IX38. EOC

EMPLOYMENT/ SERVICES

SaleJ Prepakt Calling Cards with 20mlns
of ta Ilk time! Only $2.001card Is rechar•
gable. Send payment to: RLW Enterprls•
es, 7532 Colfax Ave. No., Brooklyn Park,
MN 55444-2549

ffiiV.&AmRF.&'F-'°'"

"'"° and unwanted Book Ser•
vice 202,722.0701 1•80Q.223-Taj0

A # 1 Spring BrHk Hours and hours ol
FREE drinks! Eam 2 Free Trips & $$$$$$
Cancun, Jematca, Florlda.1 Barbados.
Bhamas Lowest Prk es/Best Meal Plan
1soo 42Sn10
Ablllty to communicate with members In
ettfclont, etr&etlve, professional manner.
Excellent credit history and ability to pass
background clearance Is a mus-t. Salary Is
$10 per hr. Part Time teller/receptionist
positions are avalleble: pretor peak time
11•3. Fa)( resume to HR, (703) s2s.nooor
send r&Sume to JFCU· HR1 1010 N. Glebe
Rd, Suite 700 Arlington, VA 2201. EOE.
Make Easy Money! Everyone buy, Spring
Break packages. so why not be the one to
sell It? USA Spring Break Is currently
accepting app for campus reps. CaJI 1·
888rlng Break.

RESUMES Cover Letters Let the Protes•
slonef deslgri your resume ...Get the Job
or Internship you d&Slre ...Call The
Resume Experts 202.543.6529

Part-time fall employment for students
to perform general office duties. Good
data entry skills required. Duties include
fifing, answering phones and light typ•
ing. A convnitment of 20 lvsJweek between
the hours ot 9-5 Es tequired. Please call
Sophia O.llon at (202) 232•8777 ext 5355
Promot;onaJ models wanted to, Pf'OOUCt sampling at local ni\lhlclubs. S10.°°"1our WGekencts and Evenings. Mus, be 21 and older,
have Promotionsf 301.505.9172

Fine Photographer IOOl<ing for lernaJe models
to participate in figure stucty project: port1otio
exehange. CaJ1 Kim Johnson 202.842.2537
PT office/admln siatt: Seeking creative,
enlhuslastic lndivlduaJs 12-22 hrs/week. Edu·
catlonal company, casual envirorvnent. The
Princetoo Review, 2001 S St NW 200009
1202.667.7109
$1500 weekly P9tentift.l mailinq our circulars.
No experience Required. ltee into pacttet.
Call 202.452.5940

Lowest rares to Jamak:a, Mexico. & Aoricla.
Call 800.648.4849 or apply oollno at
WWW.SISltav81.eom.
Abso1u,e Spring sr-. ..."Take 2" . 2 Free
Trips-only IS sales, Earn$$$. Hottest Oesta•
tioos! Lowest Prices! Free Meals, Orin~ Par·
Iles Ill '"Limited Oller•"' 1-lJQ0.426-ntor
www.sunsplaShtours.com.

Become unstoppable using lnstent Speoo
Writing! Learn In less than 1 hOurl Details
Leave name/address 2200 Wilson Blvd.
f102·t38Ar"'11too, VA 2220t. Emaa
d 19350hotma1l.com

Books tor sale I Physics tor health science,
Aooounting lor heaJth science. Heahh sys~
terns mana~ment , and nutrition. Aeasonable Prices. Call 30t.n9.8223
OC Rape Crisis tooking for volooteers hotline
please cal 202.232.0789 tor more detalf.s.
DC Rape Crisis Center Is ottering a free rape
supporl group for women In January 1999.
For more info 202.232.0789.
Smith Corona word Pl'OC8$SOr w/ Attach·
ments. seldom used. $350.00 Price Negotiable 410.56.28611
Full time paid Internships available at a
prestigious DC trade association working in the Communications Department
and Government Affairs Department.
Background in Political Science, Eng•
lish or Journalism preferred. Must be
motivated, detail-oriented and a team
plaer. Georgetown location. II Interested, please fax resume and cover to Per•
sonnef, 2021337-4508 •

$1,500 weekly potential malling our
circulars. No experience Required
Free Information Packet call
202.452.5940.

NEED cAsR? $400 to $2,400 Earn
lmmedlale Income Paid Next Week
Work From your Dorm, Home, Me\!•
Ing Sile 8 to 10 hrs a week
Searching only for serlos minded
perspns fl you need to financially
s upplement your tutlon or cost of living. If you are serious about your
time devoted to your Education If
you dent worry month after month
about your cash flow whlle you are
tryolng to study Call 202.310.4782 or
for Immediate response call
202.290.0215 toll free 1.877.493.6039.
Looklna for a campuslob?
The Hilltop ts looklg for a
receptionist to work Thursdays.
If you are Interested please

contact

202/806-6866.
Want trme d evoted to your education.
If you don' t want to worry monlh
after month about after your cash
flows while you are trying to study
Call 202.310.4782 or for an Immediate response call
202.290.-0215

$1,500 weekly potential mallln{1 our Circulars. No experience Required Free
Information Packet call 202.452.5940.

NEED CASH? $400 to $2,400 Earn
Immediate Income Paid Next Week
Work From your Dorm, Home, Meellng
Site 8 to 1Ohrs a week
Searching only for serlos minded perspns II you need to financially suppl.,.
ment your tullon or cost of Uvfng. U
you are serious about your time devot•
ed to your education. U you don't want
to worry month after month about after
your cash flows while you are tryi ng to
study Call 202.310.4782 or for an cell
202.290.-0215

Looking for someone who Is reliab le

sate, capable, driver. Moving to Ohio
and need help loading boxes and able
to do highway driving. wm pay for
help. Prefer Grad. Miss Payton
301.649.6289

E0 Entrepeneurs Onfyl Thank you' ve
got what It takes be a true entreprene1,1r-Joln the elite group ol self-empowered, networking, Individuals who
empower themselves lhrough the grass
roots entrepenural-proeess. call CO
headquarters nowl 202.387.8622

IN Rl!MEMBRANCE OF
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING,

1300+ on SAT, need for part time help
Reading Low level materials and ere•
alive answer keys. $1 O per hr Call
301.949.1761

Professional VCR services Free Estimates, pick up+dellvery 301.949.1761
Make easy money for more Information
visit http:llwww.mlmers-ad•
netcom/success/tsc 16742. htm. Use
sponsor #16742
Attention Students. Earn more than
Profes.sors, Part•Tlme. Just Advertise
800# and profes.slonals wlll do the restl
Easyll Earn 90% commission DAILY. I
dp 888-443-8971 code MC0885.

Al Tech Entrepreneurs needed iol oin
start up Internet Dev. Company lndlvld•
ual Entrepreneurs needed for web
development and networkJng services
at srartup comapny. Must be willing to
work Independently and have a c.reative
mind. We will provide all the tools
needed (PC Internet access, software
etc.) We also offer tock options 10th
erlght Individual. Send email to
Jobs@mlllenlumtech.net or lex
301.322.5348
Black Beach Spring Break 99 In
Jamalcen Tickets as low as $399 The
largest Beach Party ever. For tickets
cell (202)387-3622 or Email Founder at
UIIIACDJ73@AOL. com/Www.black•
beach spring break.com

l'IUEMJLl' H.S.
CEIVl'R,U, H.S.

'DIil JIIIGUJ'Y
POI

111E 111,4Gl¥11'1CENT
JIIGT

a

...
FOR TICKET INFORMATION
CALLi301)324-9794

_IT_IDllflll
__
,MBJOl _
_,,111118a111-llfflllHQllL _
__,_OflOUCI. _ _ _ _

Talented illustrators maJor national
young mens wear company seeks freelance arllst with special lllustreti on
skills with a prooram Influence. We
otter $25 for sketches for $75 for finish
artworks. WIii offor posslbfe lnlernShlps for qualified appllcanls. Please
fa)c cover sheet with name and phone#
with samples of previous designs
please fax to Art Manager 301.420.6734.
Gypsy Man Production Is looking for a
piano player and vocal coach to work
with young singers who are working on
a CO. Call 202.882.1447
Gypsy Man Production Is looking for
Rhythm Section and/or musicians to
owrk on recording project. Call

202.882.1447,
Great Income Opportunity. Star1 immediate cash now within one week and
get paid every si ngle day. Company
featured in Forbes, Fortune, Success
Magazine and Weallh. Rated by Wall
Street as one of the best Income opportunities around today.1-$88-863-5799
ext1-16
Volunteer Computer Teachers Needed
Byte Back, Is a DC based non profit
organization. which p(ovldes free computer training to Inner city DC resl•
dents. They are looking for volunteers
to teach 90 mi nutes c lass over flva
weeks. Classes lnelude Windows 95,
Word, Excel, Power Point, Access and
tho Internet. If you ere Interested rn
helping for this cause emall volunteer@backbyte.org or call al 202.518-

8780.

LADIES :
DOOR OPENS 11PM, S H O WTIME 11:30PM
M EN: DOOR OPENS 12:30AM

P ARTY UNTIL 4AM

.lkruaicBy:

DJ Kaotic &

PERSONALS

Male & Fcrnale

Exotic Dancers

Happy Birthday Rlmothy! From the HIiitop!
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY NADINE!
ENJOY IT TO THE FU LI.EST I
Tiffany
Happy Birthday to Ifie Hllhop ciiprt·
corns! Klmothy 1-2-76
Nadlr.e 1.19,.n
Rhett 1-15-80
Ra.p py Belated Birthday John John

Hippy Blrlhday to my fellow Ceprtcom,

Perseve

In the Strlctty Pleasure Lounge!

Open Bar & Food
Video 6ames, Movi~ f!1 Card Lounges

f .

!-J ,, use

..

.,

01 Secrets.

lladlne on her 22nd Blrlhdayl Ewr,,
thcxlgh you want• solo celebnltlon, I
wont hokl It against you Klmothyl

Happy Blrihciay Nadlne...Brandon

sliaii'oa; foyi, sliara, 'lil,erc111a,

Although we did not all hook up In
Miami - can 11111 ch~I up here In DC.
And there Is alway9 spnng Break.JT

Hippy Belated Birthday

MIiiicent

·eru Men" Springs

Luv, 6A·96

Terlta-1 missed running my fingers
through your locks over the X-mas
break.

CONTACT:
Mo e
301-559-5643
KC
202-238-0160
Chris 202- 865-2687
f~idi
202-886-4820

ATTENTION: CREATIVE
MINDS WANTED
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS ANO SCI•
ENCES HONORS ASSOCIATION IS
PUTTING TOGETHER A SCHOOL·
WIDE LITERARY MAGAZINE ANO WE
WAl(f YOUR INPUTIII WE ARE LOOK·
ING FOR WRITING OF ALL TYPES:
SHORT STORIES, POETRY, PERSONAL
ESSAYS, DIALOGUES ANO ANALYSES.
WE ALSO WANT TO SHOWCASE ART
AND PHOTOGRAPHY. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN SHARING YOUR
WORK WITH THE WORLD, DROP IT
OFF IN THE HONORS OFFICE, ROOM
124 IN LOCKE HALL, OR SEND IT VIA E·
MAIL TO ecirco@howard.edu
THANK YOUIII

Happy Founder's
Day
.
Alpha Chapter,

DELTA SIGMA
THETA
SORORITY INC.,
Celebrating 86
years of Public
Serivce and
Sisterhood

•

